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GETTING STARTED
Introduction
Sokkia Layout was designed specifically for construction and layout contractors to provide

unequaled data collection simplicity and field calculating performance.

Layout takes advantage of the touch screen capability by allowing you to tap points and lines in your

drawing to open toolbars with all the function you need instantly. Functions that are not available

directly from the Layout graphics display are available from a simplemainmenu which is organized

by task. Please spend some time looking over this document to become familiar with the functionality

of Layout.

Layout was built for Sokkia's latest data collector and total stationmodels. Instrument control using

the touch-screen is easy to use and very powerful. Access to your instrument controls is available on

themain interface at all times so there is no need to swap to other screens or menus.

A graphical interface is the heart of Layout; it helps you see your project in real-time as it is being

created. You can quickly visually inspect the data you've gathered and be confident that you have all

you need before leaving the site.

Exchange your projects seamlessly between Layout on your data collector and Sokkia Layout Office

on your desktop or laptop, for easy preparation or review of your data. Or, easily transfer your data to

other software packages using the industry-standard ASCII and DXF formats.

As always, Sokkia welcomes your comments and suggestions for our products.

Hardware Requirements
Layout may be installed on the followingWindows CE, PocketPC, andWindows Mobile devices. We

recommend that you purchase a compact flash sleeve for some of the devices and store your pro-

gram and data files on the compact flash card. Some devices will lose data if you forget to charge the

device for a few days. It is well worth the investment to have secure data!

l Juniper Systems Allegro MX - Layout installs to secure RAM by default.

l Juniper Systems Archer - Layout installs to secure RAM by default.

l Sokkia SHC250 - Layout installs to secure RAM by default.

l Sokkia SHC2500 - Layout installs to the SystemCF by default which is secure.

l Topcon FC-120, FC-200 - Layout should be installed to Storage Card which is secure.
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l Topcon FC-250 - Layout installs to secure RAM by default.

l Topcon FC-2200, FC-2500 - Layout installs to the SystemCF by default which is secure.

Call Sokkia at (contact your Sokkia dealer) or check our web site at www.sokkia.com if your device

is not listed here.

Installing Layout
If you purchased a new data collector with Layout from Sokkia then Layout comes pre-loaded on it.

If you are installing Layout yourself onto an existing data collector, the first thing is to confirm that

your hardware is supported by Layout. If you're reading this topic then you probably already know if

Layout will run on your data collector. If you're not sure, you can refer to the hardware requirements

topic or call our technical support department.

To install onto your data collector you need tomake sure you have aMicrosoft ActiveSync orWin-

dows Mobile Device Center connection established between your computer and your data collector.

There are two ways that you can install Layout onto your device: it can be installed from the CD that

camewith your purchase, or it can be downloaded from our website at www.sokkia.com.

Starting Layout
During install, shortcuts are created and will be located in either your Start Menu, or Start Menu | Pro-

grams, or directly on your desktop. Simply press the shortcut to start the program.

Auto Repair

Upon startup Layout checks the registry for corruption, and also checks tomake sure important sys-

tem files are where they need to be for Layout to run properly. If it detects any problems, it will auto-

matically fix them for you.

Hard Reset or Battery Drain

In these scenarios with other software, you would usually have to re-install your software. However,

because Layout can repair itself all you need to do is use the File Explorer or My Computer program

on your data collector to browse to where Layout is installed and find the programs folder. In there, if

you run the "splash" program it will automatically fix all problems and re-install your shortcuts for you.

The splash program will be an executable file and it will include the word "splash" in it. For example on

the Archer, the file is calledSplashPPC.exe.
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Registration & Demo Mode
When you start Layout for the first time you will see the registration screen which will list themachine

ID. This ID is unique for each device that Layout is installed on.

Run Demo Mode

To run Layout in demomode press theRun Demo Mode button.

In Demomode the program is limited to taking only 10 shots, and also the Instrument Settings that

you set up will not be saved.

Activating Layout

To activate Layout you need to call us, or email us your Machine ID. Wewill then issue you a Key

Code that you can enter in the Key Code field. When you enter the code you will see the words "Acti-

vation Key Valid" and it will also list themodules that were registered. TheRun Demo Mode button

will also change to say Continue.

To compete the activationmake sure you press theContinue button on the bottom left.

To register or purchase Layout please call us at (contact your Sokkia dealer).

Technical Support

If you need help with Layout please contact Technical Support.

Project Manager
Main Menu | Project | Project Manager
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The Project Manager is used to create, open, or delete projects currently residing in your data col-

lector. When you start Layout this is always the first screen you will see.

By default the project manager will display the contents of the ...\Sokkia\Layout\Projects\ directory,

which is the default location for all projects that you create. You can sort the list by project name or

date by tapping on the column's header.

Projects Folder

Press this button to specify a different project folder than the default. The default is...-

\Sokkia\Layout\Projects\. Once you set the directory it is written to themsurvey.ini file so it is used

for all subsequent projects.

Open Project

To open an existing project, simply select it in the list and press theOpen button.

New Project

To create a new project, simply press theNew button. You will then see the new project screen which

will allow you to enter a name and set the units for the project.

Delete Project

To delete a project you first need to select it in the list and then press theDelete button. You will be

asked to confirm that you really want to delete the project.

Notes:
You can not delete the current project that is open in Layout.

Projects that have been deleted can not be restored.
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Exit

To exit from the project manager press theBack Arrow button.

Layout Project Files
Every Layout project will contain usually 7 files, but may contain more depending on what files you've

exported or copied to the directory. Typically you will see that the file names will begin with the name

of your project.

File Name.cdx This is the index for the database file.

File Name.dbf This is the database file that contains your coordinate information.

File Name.ini This file contains information pertinent to your project.

File Name.raw This is the raw file that contains you observations.

File Name_figures.dbf This is the database for your figures in your project.

File Name_figures.cdx This is the index file for the figures database.

File Name_automap.csv This is the Automap Library for your project.

When you create a new project, the project name that you use will become the "folder" for your project

files. By default, your project will be stored in the ...\Sokkia\Layout\Projects\ directory.

Note:
After creating a new project, do not later rename the folder containing your project's

files or the actual files, doing so will cause Layout to not recognize the folder as a valid

project and you will not be able to open it.

Automatic Save
There are a few things to keep inmind whenmanually entering data in Layout:

All stored data is automatically saved. There is no need for a Save function. Always close the pro-

gram by going to theMainMenu and choose the Exit button to prevent loss of measurement data.

Input fields that are left blank are stored as undefined. For example, if you enter only a horizontal coor-

dinate for a point and leave the elevation field blank, we do not automatically set the elevation as

0.000. The elevation remains undefined.
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Quick Start: Open Existing Project
Start Layout by running the startup icon contained either in your Start Menu or on the Desktop of your

data collector.

When you start Layout the first screen youmay or may not see is the About screen, where you can

enter a registration code for licensing your copy of Layout. Press theRun Demo Mode button if you

see this screen.

The next screen youmay or may not see is the Tip Of the Day screen, which contains a different help-

ful tip whenever you start Layout. Press theContinue button if you see this screen.
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You can then immediately open themost recently used project or you can access the Project Man-

ager which allows you to open a new or existing project.

By default a project namedHouse Sample is installed. For this example let's open it by highlighting it

and pressing theOpen button. You can also double tap the file namewhich will also open it.
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Themainmenu will then be displayed. Press theGo to work... button to access themap screen, or

use any of the available menu commands.

Now theMap screen will be displayed. You should now see your project, here is what the House Sam-

ple project should look like:
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Quick Start: New Project
Start Layout by running the startup icon contained either in your Start Menu or on the Desktop of your

data collector.

When you start Layoutthe first screen (which youmay or may not see) is the About screen, where

you can enter a registration code for licensing your copy of Layout. Press theRun Demo Mode but-

ton if you see this screen.
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The next screen (which youmay or may not see) is the Tip Of the Day screen, which contains a dif-

ferent helpful tip whenever you start Layout. Press theContinue button if you see this screen.

You can then immediately open themost recently used project or you can access the Project Man-

ager which allows you to open a new or existing project.

Press theNew button to create a new project.
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You will then have to enter a name for your new project, then press OK to continue.

Now the Units Settings screen will appear allowing you to specify the units for your project. Set them

as desired, then press theSave As Default Settings button to remember these settings for all sub-

sequent new projects, then press OK.
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You will then see theMainMenu for your new project.

Press theGo to work... button to access themap screen.
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Common Layout Buttons
The Layout interface has a consistent structure and to use it effectively the user needs to become

familiar with several commonly used buttons.

Clicking on this button will open up the keypad.

Clicking on this button will open up theWindows Start Menu. Available on Pocket PC and

Windows Mobile devices only.

Clicking on this button will open up the RPN Calculator.

Clicking on this button will open up the help page for whatever topic you are currently at.

The help page will open up in an Internet Explorer window.

This button will take you back to themainmenu.

This button will take you back to themap screen.

This button will save your project and close Layout.

This button will accept the changes you'vemade and will return

you to the previous screen.

This button will close the current screen and return you to the pre-

vious screen without saving any changes.
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This button will take you to the next step in an operation.

Pressing this will close the currently open toolbar and return you to

the previous screen.

Pressing this will open the Point Chooser toolbar.

Data Entry (Extended Edit Fields)
Throughout Layout you will see edit fields for entering various values. These types of fields are called

Extended Edit Fields, and can be used not only for typing values, but can also launch related com-

mands such as the keypad, calculator, point chooser, inverse tool, etc. This type of functionality is

unique to Layout.

You can control how these Extended Edit Fields will be triggered by changing the "Extended Edit

Boxes" option in the Options screen to require a single tap, a double tap, or to disable them so that

you can only type values into them.

Text Entry

Formost text entry fields in the program, tapping in it will open up the SIP keypad. On PocketPC and

Windows Mobile devices you can select which keypad to display by changing the "SIP Type" option

in the Options screen.

Points

When you see an extended edit field for a point id, tapping in it will open the point chooser toolbar.

Distance and Angles

Tapping in other numeric fields such as those for directions and distances will open the RPN Cal-

culator, and some distance fields will open the Inverse tool.

Multi-function Fields

Some fields will display a pop upmenu if multiple functions can be opened from that field, just select

the desired function from the list.

Keypad
The keypad can be opened from any extended edit entry field. This provides amethod of easy text

and numeric entry on devices that do not have a physical keypad (such as the Archer, Recon,

Nomad, or iPAQ) but it can be used on any device.
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Calculator

The RPN Scientific Calculator can be called up from the keypad by pressing theCalculator button. If

you press the Calculator button, the value entered in the keypad entry field will be copied to the cal-

culator's command line (Note, it must be a numeric value, alpha portions will be stripped off in the cal-

culator) where it can be used for any calculations. When you are done with the calculator, pressing its

OK button will return the result back into the keypad.

OK

Pressing theOK button will close the keypad, and set the entered value into the text field from which

the keypad was opened.

Cancel

Pressing theCancel button will close the keypad without setting anything into the text field from

which the keypad was opened.

Distance Entry & Recall

Distance Entry

You can customize Layout to work with the direction input of your choice. See the Units & Scale topic

for details.

The number you enter is assumed to be in the same units as your project, unless a unit modifier is

specified (see below). So 5.25 would be interpreted as 5.25 feet, or 5.25meters depending on your

project's unit setting.
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Distance Recall

You can recall the distance between two points, by inputting in the form: <firstID>..<otherID> Exam-

ple: 26..84 will be recognized as the distance computed between points 26 and 84. The distance will

be returned in whichever format your units settings is set to.

Unit Modifiers

Recognition of the unit symbols m, ', ft, usft, ftus are supported, and can be used to override the

project's unit settings.

Meters

You can specify that a distance is in meters by entering "m" after the value, for example 100mmeans

100Meters, even if your project is in Feet.

Feet (International or US Survey)

The ' symbol will be interpreted as either International Feet or US Survey Feet, whichever units the

current project is in. For example, entering 1000' will match the feet units that your project is in, so it

canmean either 1000 International Feet or 1000 US Survey Feet. If your project is in meters, then the

' symbol is interpreted as International Feet.

Fractional Feet

When entering distances in a fractional format, use a ' symbol or a space between the feet and inches

values to separate them. An " symbol is not required. For example, you can enter 10'6 or 10 6 which

bothmean 10'6". You can enter fractional inches by placing a space between the whole and fractional

inches, and using a / symbol in the fraction. For example, 10'6 1/2 or 10 6 1/2 bothmean 10'6.5". You

can also enter decimal values, such as 10.5' to mean 10'6" or 10'6.5 (or just 10 6.5) to mean 10'6½".

International Feet

You can specify that a distance is in International Feet by entering ”r;ft” after the value, for example

1000ft means 1000 International Feet.

US Survey Feet

You can specify that a distance is in US Survey Feet by entering ”r;usft” or ”r;ftus” after the value, for

example 1000usft and 1000ftus bothmean 1000 US Survey Feet.
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Distance Entry Examples

Project Units: International Feet

Format: Decimal

User Entered Value: Interpreted As: Result (always matches

project units):

1000.23 1000.23 in project units 1000.23'

1000.23' 1000.23 in project units 1000.23'

1000.23usft

1000.23 usft

1000.23ftus

1000.23 ftus

1000.23 US Survey Feet 1000.25'

20.117m

20.117m

20.117meters 66.00'

10000m

10000m

10000meters 32808.40'

10 6

10'6

10'6"

10 feet 6 inches 10.50'

10 6 1/2

10'6 1/2

10 feet 6.5 inches 10.54'

Project Units: US Survey Feet

Format: Decimal

User Entered Value: Interpreted As: Result (always matches

project units):

1000.23 1000.23 in project units 1000.23'

1000.23' 1000.23 in project units 1000.23'

10000.23usft

10000.23 usft

10000.23ftus

10000.23 ftus

10000.23 US Survey Feet 10000.23'

10000.23ft

10000.23 ft

10000.23 International Feet 10000.21'
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20.117m

20.117m

20.117meters 66.00'

10000m

10000m

10000meters 32808.33'

10 6

10'6

10'6"

10 feet 6 inches 10.50'

10 6 1/2

10'6 1/2

10 feet 6.5 inches 10.54'

Project Units: Meters

Format: Decimal

User Entered Value: Interpreted As: Result (always matches

project units):

1000.23 1000.23 in project units 1000.23m

1000.23' 1000.23 International Feet 304.870m

10000.23usft

10000.23 usft

10000.23ftus

10000.23 ftus

10000.23 US Survey Feet 3048.076m

10000.23ft

10000.23 ft

10000.23 International Feet 3048.070m

20.117m

20.117m

20.117meters 20.117m

10'6 10 feet 6 inches 3.200m

10'6 1/2 10 feet 6 1/2 inches 3.213m

10 6 Not allowed, must enter units for

feet such as 10ft 6, or 10usft 6.

10 6 1/2 Not allowed, must enter units for

feet such as 10ft 6 ½, or 10usft 6

½ .
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Using Math Operations

You can use the RPN Calculator to further manipulate distance values. For example, if you want to

find the distance halfway between points 1 and 2, enter 1..2 into the distance field to recall that dis-

tance. Then double tap on that extended edit field to pull that recalled distance into the calculator,

where you can divide the distance by 2 (or perform any other calculations with it). Then press the

"Use" button in the calculator to copy the result back into the field you started from.

Note: You can not perform advanced distance recall functions that includemath operators directly in

a distance field. For example, 3..4+2 is not a valid entry. All math operations must be done using the

RPN calculator. Please refer to the Calculator section for more information on performing specific

math operations.

Direction Entry & Recall

Direction Entry

You can customize Layout to work with the direction input of your choice. See the Units & Scale Set-

tings topic for details.

To enter an angle using the format selected in your units settings, simply enter the angle. For exam-

ple, 120.4530means 120°45'30" if your project is in Degrees/Minutes/Seconds, 120°45.3' if your

project is in Degrees/Minutes, or 120.453° if your project is in decimal degrees.

Direction Recall

You can recall the direction between two points, by inputting in the form: <firstID>..<otherID> Exam-

ple: 26..84 will be recognized as the direction computed between points 26 and 84. The angle will be

returned in whichever format your units settings is set to.

Unit Modifiers

You can always override your project's units setting by entering the bearing with the cardinal quadrant

indicated before or after the angle. If there is no quadrant specified, then the input angle will be inter-

preted as an Azimuth.

Decimal Degrees

You can always specify that an angle is in decimal degrees by entering "d" after the value, for exam-

ple 45.5083dmeans 45.5083° or 45°30'30".

Degrees, Decimal Minutes

You can always specify that an angle is in degrees and decimal minutes by entering "dm" after the

value, for example 45.305dmmeans 45°30.5' or 45°30'30".
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Degrees, Minutes, Decimal Seconds

You can always specify that an angle is in degrees, minutes, and decimal seconds by entering "dms"

after the value, for example 45.3030dms means 45°30'30".

Bearings

To enter a bearing, use the cardinal quadrant letters (N, E, S, andW) before or after the angle. For

example: NE60.4530, 60.4530NE, or N60.4530E means NE 60°45'30” if your project is in DMS, NE

60°45.3' if your project is in DM, or NE 60.453° if your project is in decimal degrees. It does not matter

if you have spaces between the quadrant designation and the angle. You can also separate the

degrees, minutes, and seconds values with a space. For example, N 60 45 30 E or N60.4530E both

mean NE 60°45'30". You can of course also use any of the "d", "dm", or "dms" (or "g" or "r", see

below) designators with a bearing entry, such as NE45.305dm tomean N 45°30'30" E.

Gons (Gradients)

You can specify that an angle is in Gons/Gradients by entering "g" after the value, for example 100g

means 100Gradients (equals 90 degrees).

Radians

You can specify that an angle is in Radians by entering "r" after the value, for example 1.57r and

means 1.57 Radians (approximately 90 degrees).
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Direction Entry Examples

Angle Units: Degrees

Format: DDD°MM'SS.s"

Format: Azimuth

User Entered Value: Interpreted As: Result (always matches

project units):

90.5016 90 degrees, 50minutes, 16 sec-

onds

90°50'16"

NE45.3030

NE 45.3030

N45.3030E

N 45.3030 E

45.3030NE

45.3030 NE

North East quadrant, 45 degrees,

30minutes, 30 seconds

45°30'30"

SE45.3030

SE 45.3030

S45.3030E

S 45.3030 E

45.3030SE

45.3030 SE

South East quadrant, 45 degrees,

30minutes, 30 seconds

134°29'30"

SW45.3030

SW 45.3030

S45.3030W

S 45.303W

45.3030SW

45.3030 SW

SouthWest quadrant, 45 degrees,

30minutes, 30 seconds

225°30'30"

90.5016dm

90.5016 dm

90 degrees, 50.16minutes 90°50'10"

90.5016d

90.5016 d

90.5016 degrees 90°30'06"

100g

100 g

100 gradians 90°00'00"

100.2345g 100.2345 gradians 90°12'40"
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100.2345 g

3.141593r

3.141593 r

3.141593 radians 180°00'00"

Angle Units: Degrees

Format: DDD°MM'SS.s"

Format: Bearing

User Entered Value: Interpreted As: Result (always matches

project units):

90.5016 90 degrees, 50minutes, 16 sec-

onds azimuth

S89°09'44"E

NE45.3030

NE 45.3030

N45.3030E

N 45.3030 E

45.3030NE

45.3030 NE

North East quadrant, 45 degrees,

30minutes, 30 seconds

N45°30'30"E

SE45.3030

SE 45.3030

S45.3030E

S 45.3030 E

45.3030SE

45.3030 SE

South East quadrant, 45 degrees,

30minutes, 30 seconds

S45°30'30"E

SW45.3030

SW 45.3030

S45.3030W

S 45.303W

45.3030SW

45.3030 SW

SouthWest quadrant, 45 degrees,

30minutes, 30 seconds

S45°30'30"W

90.5016dm

90.5016 dm

90 degrees, 50.16minutes azi-

muth

S89°09'50"E

90.5016d

90.5016 d

90.5016 degrees azimuth S89°29'54"E
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100g

100 g

100 gradians S90°00'00"E

100.2345g

100.2345 g

100.2345 gradians S89°47'20"E

3.141593r

3.141593 r

3.141593 radians S0°00'00"W

Using Math Operations

You can then use the calculator to further manipulate the angle. For example, if you want to determine

1..2 then add 90 degrees, enter 1..2 to recall that angle. Then double tap in the extended edit field to

pull that recalled angle into the calculator, where you can add 90 to it (or perform any other cal-

culations with it).

Note: You can not perform advanced direction recall functions that includemath operators directly in

a direction field. For example, 1..2+90 is not a valid entry. All math operations must be done using the

RPN calculator. Please refer to the Calculator section for more information on performing specific

math operations.
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POINTS / LINES / DESCRIPTIONS
Points
Layout projects typically are comprised of points that have been imported, calculated or measured.

These points are always stored in a file made up of the project name and will have an extension of

DBF. DBF files can be viewed using a DBF reader or with Microsoft Excel.

Point Labels

In the drawing area you will always see a node or dot that marks the coordinate location of the point.

For each point you can control what is displayed on the screen such as the points number, elevation,

description and note. To control the visibility of the labels, use the buttons on the Display Toolbar.

Point Toolbar

At any time you can tap on an existing point to open the Point Toolbar. This toolbar will contain com-

mon functions that are done with points. Please refer to the point toolbar topic for more information.

Editing Single Points

To edit a point you can tap on it which will open the Point Toolbar. Press the EDIT button to open the

Review / Edit Points screen.

Working with Multiple Points

If you need to search, list, rotate, translate, delete, or edit multiple points at the same time you will

use the Coordinate Database Editor. Please see the Coordinate Database topic for more information.

Figures
Tangents, arcs and curvy lines in Layout are also called figures. Figures are created automatically for

you as soon as you connect points in the drawing.

Figures can be created while you survey in realtime using our active linework or you canmanually

create the figure using the pencil tool.
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Layout Figures

When you click on a figure the Line Toolbar will appear. You will also see bold text in the drawing area

indicating what you selected. The inverse information for the line or arc will appear in the results tool-

bar.

DXF Linework

When you import a DXF drawing you will see all the linework that exists in the drawing. When you

select a DXF line or arc you will see the Line Toolbar but everything will be grayed out except for the

stake and perpendicular distance buttons. If you press the stake button or perpendicular offset to

point button, they will open up their respective toolbars.

When you click on a DXF entity you will see bold text in the drawing area indicating that you picked a

DXF line or arc. When you click into the results toolbar, you will see the inverse information based on

the line or arc you picked.

You can control the visibility of DXF layers through the Layers Manager screen.

Deleting Figures
To delete linework in your project simply select the figure you want to delete. When you select the fig-

ure, the line toolbar will open.

Use this button on the line toolbar to delete an individual segment between two points

or a three point arc.

Use this to delete the entire figure that you have selected.
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Notes:
Splines: Spline sections are considered to be one entity so using the delete entire fig-

ure, or delete segment, each will do the same thing. The entire spline will be deleted.

If a segment or arc is deleted from themiddle of a figure, the figure will be broken into

two pieces. Each new figure will be assigned a new group number. Closed or ended fig-

ures will be re-activated and added to the Active Lines list.

Smart Tags
When you select an existing or create a figure in your drawing you will see smart tags appear on the

points that make up the figure.

Smart Tag "T"

The T smart tag define points connected to straight line segments.

Smart Tag "M"

TheM smart tag defines themid point of an arc.

Smart Tag "C"

The C smart tag define points connected by a curvy line type.

Notes
Use this to enter or record audio notes for your points. You can access the notes screen by pressing

theNotes button on the Store / Edit Points screen.
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Text Notes

You can type a note up to 32 characters in length and it will be stored in the project's DBF file. You

can not enter more than this limit into the Note field.

When the file is imported into Sokkia Layout Office, the note will appear in its own field, or can be

appended to the point's description field.

Continue using this note: Use this if you want to use the note your just entered automatically for

future points that are stored.

Audio Notes

Use this function to record and playback audio notes that are related to stored points. These notes

will be transferred to Sokkia Layout Office desktop software for playback in the office.

The notes will be stored in your project directory and will be automatically named for you. Example, if

you recorded a note for point 2, a file would be created pnt2.wav. The file that is created is a standard

windows WAV file that can be played by most audio players.

Sokkia Layout Officedesktop software will automatically link to any audio note you recorded. This

allows you to easily see which points have audio notes.

Recording and Playback Controls

Circle = record

Square = stop

Triangle = playback

Trash = delete
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Note that not all handheld devices support audio notes. Youmust have a record and playback func-

tionality, which for some units requires optional accessories.

To Store an Audio Note:

1. Tap the red circle to activate recording. Speak into your microphone to record the desired infor-

mation. "This post is bent" etc.

2. Press the square button to stop the recording

3. To confirm your note, press the playback arrow, now green on color displays, and listen to your

note

To replace an Audio Note with a new note:

1. Delete the existing audio note. You will be prompted to confirm the deletion.

2. Record a new audio note.

Photo Notes (Nautiz X7 Only)

Use this function to record photo notes for a point. This option is only available on the Nautiz X7

data collector sold by MicroSurvey.

If you are using a Nautiz X7 data collector you will see two buttons for recording and deleting pictures.
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Camera Button

The Camera button is used to take a picture. When you press it, it will start the onboard camera soft-

ware and allow you to snap a picture.

The picture will be saved in you current project with the file name [point number].jpg.

The image quality and settings will be determined by the camera setup for the device.

If the button is greyed out, it means that a photo note already exists for the point. Youmust delete it

first if you would like to view it.

Delete Picture

The delete picture button will delete the photo stored for the point.
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MAIN INTERFACE
Main Interface
The Layout interface is separated into various toolbars which contain common functions or tools that

the user will usemost often.

Information and Display Toolbar

Instrument Toolbar

MainMenu button

Plan Builder button

StakingMenu button

Calculate Length button

Offset Tool button

Point Patterns button
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Two Versions of the User Interface

There are two versions of the user interface depending on which handheld device you're using. The

Handheld PC Pro has a landscape screen orientation, and has the advantage of a standard button

keyboard and dialogs look more similar to your desktop windows PC. The Pocket PC has a portrait

screen orientation, and utilizes a virtual keyboard activated by a small keyboard look-a-like button in

the lower right corner of the display. Note that the function of both versions is essentially the same.

Pocket PC Interface
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Handheld PC Interface

Toolbars

Display Toolbar

,

The display toolbar, located at the top of themap screen, is used to zoom, pan, change 3d per-

spectives, and for displaying information.

Next, Previous

These switch to the next or previous set of buttons.

Zoom Extents

This is a zoom extents which will zoom to the extents of your project.

Dynamic Zoom

This is a dynamic zoom. When enabled, drag from top to bottom of the screen to zoom

out, or bottom to top of the screen to zoom in. Or, when enabled, you can also use the

arrow keys on your keypad to zoom in and out in themap.

Zoom Window

This is a zoom window. When enabled, drag on themap screen to define a zoom win-

dow.
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Dynamic Pan

This is a dynamic pan. When enabled, you can drag across your map screen to pan

around your project. Or, when enabled, you can use the toggle or arrow keys on your

keypad to pan around.

Zoom Previous

You can use this to zoom back up to 10 previous views. This includes zoom and pan

changes.

3D View

When this is turned on you will be able to rotate your project in a 3D perspective. To

return to plan view, press the Zoom Extents button.

Display IDs

This is used to show or hide the point number labels for your points.

Display Descriptions

This is used to show or hide the point description labels for your points.

Display Elevations

This is used to show or hide the point elevation labels for your points.
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Instrument Toolbar

When you use Layout in either manual or total stationmode, you will

see the instrument toolbar beside themap area.

This toolbar allows you to control your instrument settings, EDM

modes, measurement modes and target heights.

Auto-Center

This turns the auto-center feature on or off. If turned on, whenever you

take ameasurement, the current prism location will always appear in

the center of your map display.

Instrument Settings

This opens the instrument settings toolbar. On this toolbar you can

control specific settings for your total station such as EDMmodes.

Measurement Mode

This button will open the Select Measurement Mode screen. From

here you can select what type of measurement you will be taking.

When you choose your mode, this button will display themode you're

using. Example, if you're using the distance offset mode, the button

will display "Dist Off".

Target Height

This is the target height button and it controls the target heights used

by Layout. The current target height is always displayed on this but-

ton.

Measure Button

Measure button - use this to trigger your total station to take ameas-

urement. This button also indicates the current EDMmode that will be

used for themeasurement.
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Robotic Instrument Toolbar

When you use Layout in robotic total stationmode, you will see the robotic instru-

ment toolbar in themap area. Like the Instrument Toolbar, this toolbar allows you to

control your instrument settings, EDMmodes, measurement modes, and target

heights. It also lets you search and lock onto the prism.

Lock Button

Layout uses a button to trigger the instrument to search for the prism and lock onto

it. You can also use this button to turn the lock off.

The button when not locked on a prism will display aNo Lock status with a un

locked icon. To search for the prism, simply press the No Lock button.

After you have pressed the No Lock button you will see aSearch icon on the button

while the instrument searches for your prism.

When Layout finds a prism and locks onto it, the button will display a Lock icon. To

stop the instrument from tracking, you can press the Lock button again to set it to a

No Lock status.

If you're usingmultiple prisms and you want to force Layout to look for another one

when you're locked onto a prism, double tapping the Lock button will force it to

search for the next available prism.

Also during a search you can cancel the current search by pressing the Stop Search

button on the search progress toolbar.

Cursor Tracking

This turns the cursor tracking feature on or off. If turned on, the current position of

the target will be displayed on the screen in real time. You can only use this feature

once you have specified an instrument setup using the SetupOccupy Point com-

mand.

Note: The cursor tracking position will use a coarsemeasurement to plot your posi-
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tion. When you're not moving the cursor position will be represented with a hollow tri-

angle pointing back towards the instrument. As soon as you start moving, the cur-

sor will become solid and will be pointing in the direction of travel.

Instrument Settings

This opens the Instrument Settings Toolbar. On this toolbar you can control specific

settings for your total station such as EDMmodes.

Measurement Mode

This button will open the Select Measurement Mode screen, From here you can

select what type of measurement you will be using. When you choose your mode,

this button will display themode you're using. For example, if you're using the Dis-

tanceOffset mode, the button will display "Dist Off".

Target Height

This is the target height button and it controls the target heights used by Layout.

The current target height is always displayed on this button.

EDM Mode

You can change the current EDMmode by pressing the EDM button on the instru-

ment toolbar. The EDMmenuwill then display the different EDMmodes supported

by your instrument. The current mode will have a green checkmark next to it. It is

from this menu that you can switch between prism and non-prismmodes.

After you select a new EDMmode, the current mode will also be displayed as text

on the button so you can always see your current mode in themain display while

you work.

Measure Button

Use this to trigger your total station to take ameasurement. This button also indi-

cates the current EDMmode that will be used for themeasurement.

Instrument Settings Toolbar

When you tap on the instrument settings button on the instrument toolbar, you will see the instrument

settings toolbar appear near the bottom of your screen. Following is an explanation of what each but-

ton will do.
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Please note that not every instrument supports each of the following functions, so youmay not see all

of the following buttons when connected to your total station.

Connect to Instrument / Disconnect Instrument

Use this to connect or disconnect Layout from the instrument. When you are

connected to the instrument you will see the Disconnect Instrument button.

EDM Mode

Use this to set the EDMmode for your instrument. Every manufacturer has

different measurement modes available and as such wewill list only those

that your instrument supports. Please refer to your instrument manual for

more information on the EDMmodes your instrument supports. Any time you

change your EDMMode, Layout writes a comment into the raw file indicating

whichmode is being used.

Set Angle

Use this to open the Set Angle Screen. Please see the Set Angle topic for

more information.

Auto-Center On / Off

Use this to automatically center themapwhen a point is shot. If turned on,

whenever you take ameasurement, the current prism location will always

appear in the center of your map display.

ATR On / Off

Use this to turn on and off your instruments Auto Target Recognition feature.

Laser Pointer On / Off

This turns on and off the instrument's red laser pointer.

Guide Lights On / Off

This will turn on and off your instrument's guide lights.

Instrument Joystick

This is the Total Station Joystick function. When activated you will be able to

move your instrument to the left, right, up and down by using the joystick

touch-screen. There are three speeds that can be activated: slow, medium,

and fast. The smaller inside blue buttons activate the slowest turnmode, and

the larger outside blue buttons activate the fastest turnmode. To stop the

instrument from turning, simply press the red Stop button at the center. The

directions assume you are at the pole looking at the instrument. Press-

ing the right buttons will turn the instrument to your right, pressing the up but-

tons will turn the scope up, etc.
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Check Level

If your instrument supports it, you can check to see how level your instru-

ment is. Also when you're in this screen, if you instrument has a laser plum-

met Layout will turn it on for you. If you're using a Trimble or Geodimeter

instrument you can turn on theCalibrate Instrument option and when you

press Close it will force the instrument to do a calibration.

Instrument Information

When this is pressed, we will display the current battery status of your instru-

ment. Note, not all instruments support this.
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Figures Toolbar

When you tap on an existing line or arc you will see the line toolbar appear near the bottom of your

screen. The line toolbar contains functions that are frequently used on line or arcs in your project. Fol-

lowing is an explanation of what each button will do.

Partition Line / Arc

You can partition (split) a figure or DXF line into smaller segments using this com-

mand.

Delete Figure Segment

Use this to delete a segment from a figure.

Delete Entire Figure

Use the delete an entire figure.

Stake Figure

Use this to open the stake line command and stake the current line you have

selected.

Down/Out Offset Tool

Use this to open the offset tool.

../../../Content/partition.htm
../../../Content/partition.htm
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Point Toolbar

When you tap on an existing point in the drawing you will see the point toolbar appear near the bottom

of your screen. The point toolbar contains functions that are frequently used on points in your project.

Following is an explanation of what each button will do.

Points List

This will display the list of all points in your current project and you can sort the list

by tapping on any of the column headings. When you find the point you want

simply tap it and press the ok button.

New Point

This will open the store and edit dialog and allow you to enter coordinates for a

new point.

Edit Point

Use this to edit the coordinate value for the selected point.

Delete Point

This will delete the selected point from the drawing and database. You will be

asked to confirm that you want to delete the point.

Offset

This will open the offset toolbar. Pressing this will take you the offset toolbar.

Draw Plan Tool

This will open the draw plan tool. This tool can help you draw a house foot print.

Zoom to Point

This button when pressed for the first time will force the point to be centered on

the screen. Subsequently, if you keep pressing it, it will continue to zoom in on

the point.

Stake Point

Pressing this will help you stake the point that is currently selected and take you

to the Stake Points screen.

Select Point

Use these two buttons to scroll up and down numerically through the points in

your database.
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Point ID

This displays the point id of the point you've currently selected.

Point Chooser Toolbar

The point chooser is amechanism that is called by routines requiring a point number entry. You

access it by selecting the point chooser icon next to point number fields, or by double-tapping in an

extended edit point number field.

When select it you will see the point chooser toolbar open up towards the bottom of your screen.

Point ID field

You can either type the Point ID into this field if you know what it is, or when you tap on a point in the

map screen its point ID will be displayed here.

Quick Select checkbox

If Quick Select is turned on, then as soon as you tap on a point in themap screen you will be auto-

matically returned to the routine you were selecting the point for. If Quick Select is turned off, then

after you tap on a point in themap screen, the coordinate data of that point will be displayed, and you

must press the Select button to get back to the previous routine.

Select button

Pressing this will take you and your selected point back to the routine you were selecting the point for.

List button

Use this to open a grid displaying all the points in your project database. From this list you can click

on a point and when you press the OK button it will be inserted into the Point ID field.

New button

Use this to open the Store / Edit Points screen. This will enable you to create a new point.
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Cancel button

Pressing this will take you back to the routine you were selecting the point for, without selecting the

selected Point.

Staking Toolbar

Layout Toolbar

The layout toolbar is used to help you navigate to your stake point. If you're using a robotic or con-

ventional instrument the staking process will be similar.

The layout toolbar can be accessed by pressing the Layout Point button on the Layout Points screen.

It will also be accessed frommany other commands that require a point to be laid out.

When you first see the layout toolbar youmay see the words "No Data" whichmeans you need to

take ameasurement first so it can calculate the current position of the rod. Press themeasure button

if you're using a conventional instrument, or turn on the cursor tracking button if you're using a robot.

"Move By" Distances

The top row contains two sections that display to you the distances and direction you need to travel to

lay out your point. You can set the orientation of your screen to help you navigate by changing the

map orientation in the settings section of the toolbar.

You should define amap orientation in the layout settings. Setting this will twist your map view to help

you with your layout and change the way the "move by" distance are reported. You can define the

map orientation by pressing the settings button as described below.

If your "move by" distances are within the tolerances defined in the stake settings, then you will see a

green dot icon. If you are outside the tolerance, you will see a red dot icon. In the above example, we

are within tolerances left-right, but still need tomove out further.

You can toggle between the computed Cut/Fill values or the current rod Elevation by tapping on the

Cut/Fill field.

Store Point

When this is pressed the Store / Edit Points screen will appear so you can store

the position of the rod. The default is to store a point in the project database as

well as write raw records to the raw file. Youmight not want to store a point for

the staked position but want to have a record of it in the raw file. This can be
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done by turning off "Store Layout Point" in Layout Settings.

Layout Information

This displays information about the point you are laying out. It will list the coor-

dinates of the point plus other information that will help you during your layout.

Zoom

This will automatically zoom to the extents of your current target position and

the point you're laying out.

Settings

This will open the Layout Settings screen which allows you to setup param-

eters that will be used during the layout process.

Close

This will close the Layout Toolbar, and return you to the previous screen.

Example

In this example you will see a typical point layout. You will always see a dashed line to the backsight,

one to the prism and finally one from the prism to the design point. On the design point you will see an

orange circle symbol and the current position of the rod will be represented by a triangle that always

points back to the instrument.

You can see that because themap orientation is set to prism, from the instrument man's perspective,

the rod person would have tomove (Out) from the instrument 8.00' and to the left 0.08'.
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Conventional Total Station Tips

If you're using a conventional total station you need to press themeasure button on the instrument

toolbar before the navigate distances are displayed.

To help with navigating, set your map orientation to Prism in the staking settings screen. This will

force themap to orientate itself so the prism is at the top and the instrument is at the bottom.

You can review the angle you need to turn by scrolling to the bottom of the Results Toolbar.

Robotic Total Station Tips

If you're using a robotic instrument you need to turn on the cursor tracking button on the instrument

toolbar before the navigate distances are displayed. Note that with a robotic instrument, there is no

need to press themeasure button as the cursor tracking provides real-time positions to the layout tool-

bar.

To help with navigating, set your map orientation to Instrument in the layout settings screen. This will

force themap to orientate itself so the instrument is at the top and the prism is at the bottom.

You can set the EDMmode on the instrument toolbar to use a finemeasurement setting that can be

used to record the position of the point. When cursor tracking is on it uses a coarsemode whichmight

not be suitable for the storing the point, but suitable enough to for navigation. For precise layout you

can use the following procedure:

1. Use cursor tracking to navigate to your point.

2. When you attain the position to be laid out you can do one of two things:

a. If trackingmode is precise enough for your needs you can turn off cursor tracking,

then press the Lock button to stop the instrument from tracking the prism. It is

useful to do this as the instrument will still be pointed at the layout location and

prevents the instrument from following the prism if you have to lay it down.

b. If you need to take amore accurate position beforemarking the layout point, or

pound in your stake. You can turn off cursor tracking, then press themeasure but-

ton to help you locate the layout point. By doing this it will use the EDMmode set

in the instrument toolbar (make certain it is set to a finemode) instead of using the

coarse (tracking) mode. Once the point is located, make sure to press the Lock

button to stop the instrument from tracking the prism. It is useful to do this as the

instrument will still be pointed at the layout location and prevents the instrument

from following the prism if you have to lay it down.

3. Mark your point or pound in your stake.

4. Set the prism on the point you just marked and press the No Lock button which will
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initiate a search. Since you stopped the instrument from tracking in the previous step the

instrument should lock onto the prism very quickly.

5. Press theMeasure button to record one final position for the stake point.

6. Press the Store Point button on the staking toolbar to store the final location of the point

you just staked.

Raw File

When you store your point several records are written to the raw file. Following is an example of a

point that was laid out:

SP,PN1400,N 715346.319,E 2381454.812,EL1.009,--
CF,EL1.0087,GD1.0000
DE,PN342,N 715346.319,E 2381454.770,EL1.000,--
SD,ND-0.000,ED-0.042,LD-0.009
SK,OP251,FP1400,AR180.00000,ZE89.05000,SD63.0500,--Design Point: 342

The SP record is the point that was recorded when you pressed the Store Point button.

The CF record displays themeasured elevation versus design.

The DE record displays the design coordinates for the point to be laid out.

The SD record displays the delta values of the laid out point. This is the DE record - SP record.

The SK record is the recorded raw observation used to compute the store point (SP) record.

Note: If you turned off "Store Layout Point" in the layout settings, then no SP or CF record will be

stored in the raw file.

Draw Plan
Main Menu | Plan

This tool allows you to quickly draw a plan such as a pad or a building footprint into your project, and

is typically used to recreate plans from a paper hard-copy. You can use this to either calculate new

points, or to connect existing points that are already in your project.

Youmust have at least one point in your project before you can start, to define the starting position for

your plan. If a point does not yet exist (for example if this is the first command you run in a new

project), you will be prompted to store a new point before you can proceed.

Line Mode

Use the Line draw mode to add straight line segments to your figure.
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Start Point

Specify the start point for the new segment.

For starting a new plan, this should be set to an existing point in your project, typically a corner that

you will begin drawing the plan from.

As you continue adding subsequent points/segments to your plan, you will see the Start Point field

automatically advance for you.

Distance

Specify the length of the line segment you wish to draw.

Direction

Specify the direction (Azimuth or Bearing) of the line segment you wish to draw. The easiest way to

do this is to use the right/left arrow buttons, which will increment/decrement the direction value by the

amount shown in the pulldown list below the arrows. You can select a common angle from the

choices in the list (90, 45, or 30 degrees), or you can type any value if you need to increment it by

some other amount.

Store

After you have defined the segment to add, press this to store the new point and line segment into

your project.

Store+

This does the same as the Store button, but you will see the Store/Edit Point screen. Use this to con-

firm or view the coordinates, or to specify a description.
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Point by Line Mode

This is the same as the Linemode, except that when you press Store or Store+ it will only store the

point, without drawing the line segment.

Arc Mode

Use the Arc draw mode to add arc segments to your figure.

Start Point

Specify the start point for the new segment.

For starting a new plan, this should be set to an existing point in your project, typically a corner that

you will begin drawing the plan from.

As you continue adding subsequent points/segments to your plan, you will see the Start Point field

automatically advance for you.

Direction

Specify the direction (Azimuth or Bearing) of the tangent in to the arc segment you wish to draw.

This will default to either the direction of the previous line segment or the tangent out of the previous

arc segment, so as long as your arc is tangential to the previous segment you will not need to change

this value.

Angle / Chord Length / Arc Length

Specify one of the three available methods to define your arc:
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l Angle: Enter the interior delta angle of the arc.

l Chord: Enter the chord length of the arc.

l Arc: Enter the arc length of the arc.

Radius

Specify the radius to define your arc.

Clockwise / Counter-Clockwise Arrows

Use the Right/Left arrow buttons to define whether the arc rotates clockwise or counter-clockwise.

Store

After you have defined the segment to add, press this to store the new end and radial points, and draw

the arc segment into your project.

Store+

This does the same as the Store button, but you will see the Store/Edit Point screen. Use this to con-

firm or view the coordinates, or to specify a description.

Point by Arc Mode

This is the same as the Arc mode, except that when you press Store or Store+ it will only store the

points, without drawing the arc segment.

Connect Points Mode

This mode lets you draw lines/arcs by connecting points that already exist in your project.
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Start Point

Specify the start point for the new segment.

For starting a new plan, this should be set to an existing point in your project, typically a corner that

you will begin drawing the plan from.

As you continue connecting subsequent points to your plan, you will see the Start Point field auto-

matically advance for you.

Line Type

Specify one of the five available methods to define your next figure segment:

l Straight: this will draw a straight line between the specified Start Point and End Point.

l Arc (CW): this will draw a clockwise arc between the specified Start Point and End Point, with

the specified Radial Point.

l Arc (CCW): this will draw a counter-clockwise arc between the specified Start Point and End

Point, with the specified Radial Point.

l Arc (3Pnt): this will draw an arc (clockwise or counter-clockwise) between the specified Start

Point and End Point, going through the specified intermediate Arc Point (any point directly on

the arc, does not need to be themidpoint).

l Spline: this will draw a curvey line between the specified Start Point and End Point.

Store / Store+

The Store and Store+ buttons are disabled for this mode, because new points are not being calculated

for your project. The line or arc segment will be automatically drawn into your project after you specify
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its parameters.

Undo

Press theUndo button to Undo the last segment you computed, removing both the point and/or the

line segment (as appropriate) from your project. You can undomultiple steps.

Note, there is no Redo function.

Close

Press theClose button to exit from the Draw Plan command, and you will be returned to themap

screen.

Layout menu

Layout Menu
Main Interface | Layout Button

This menu contains layout related functions.

On the layout menu, pressing any of the buttons will take you to its sub-menu.
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Points

Use this to layout points from a list or from a screen pick. Please see the Layout Points topic for more

information.

Line

Use this to layout lines and arcs. Please see the Layout Line topic for more information.

Elevation

Use this to stake to a constant elevation. Please see the Layout Elevation topic for more information.

Cut Sheet Reports

Use this to open the Cut Sheet Reports screen. Please see the Cut Sheet Reports topic for more

information.

Layout Points
Main Interface | Layout | Point

Point Toolbar | Layout

Screen 1: Select Design Point

When you start the layout points command you will be able to pick a point from themap, or enter a

point id in the point id field, or use a point list by turning on the "Use List" toggle.

Point ID

This allows you tomanually enter in the point you would like to stake.
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Point Desc

This shows the description of the current design point.

Previous & Next

Use this to automatically advance to the next or previous point in your database. Note that you need

to have a value entered in the point number field.

If you have a layout list defined, using these buttons will advance to the next or previous point

sequence in the staking list.

Select Design Point

This will open the point chooser toolbar and allow you to select a point to stake from themap.

Use List

Use this to force the staking routine to use the layout list you created. If you haven't created a the lay-

out list yet, you can press the Edit List button which will take you to the layout list editor.

Edit Layout List

Use this to open the layout list editor. Please see the Layout List topic for more information.

Offset Direction & Distance

Use this to compute an offset from your design point. If you leave the distance field set to zero, an off-

set will not be computed. You can use angle and distance recall features to help you compute your

values.

Northing, Easting, & Elevation

This will display the design coordinates for the point listed in the point number field. If you specify an

offset, then the northing and easting will be recalculated based on the offset you entered. The

elevation is of the point listed in the point id field, and is not affected by an offset.

Layout Point button:

When this is pressed it will take you to "turn to" screen.

If you're using a non robotic instrument, you will see a screen displaying the angle and distance you

need tomeasure to layout the point.
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Screen 2: Rotate Instrument To...

Note:
If you're using a robotic instrument and have the Robotic Staking option enabled, it will

skip this screen and take you directly to themap screen where you will see our point

layout toolbar.

Rotate instrument to:

From this screen you will see what angle and distance you need to turn to on your instrument to layout

your point.

At this point you can turn your instrument to match the angles and when ready to start, press the Con-

tinue button. The Turn To information is also available on the next screen in case you need to see it

again.

Note:Your target height is used to determine the vertical angle for the stake point.

Auto Rotate

If your instrument has servomotors and Layout supports your instrument, this option will be available.

It will be on by default and will automatically turn tomatch both the horizontal and vertical angles

needed to layout the point. The instrument will begin to turn when you press the Continue button.

Zero Plate

This is used tomodify plate reading on your instrument in such a way that if youmanually turn to zero

you will be facing towards the point you want to layout.
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When you do so, you will see amessage "Zero the plate circle to the design point and update the

backsight setup?" Press Yes to continue, or No to Cancel. After you press Yes, a new backsight read-

ing is set on the instrument and a BK record is written to the raw file.

You will also note that the turn to angle will now display zero, which is the angle you now need to turn

to on the instrument.

You can continue using this for any other points you want to layout. Since the plate reading is chang-

ing a lot, you will want to check the backsight frequently to make certain any error meets your tol-

erances.

Continue

Press this button to continue. You will now see themap screen and the point layout toolbar.

Layout List
Main Interface | Layout | Layout Point | Edit List

Use a layout list to layout points from a predetermined list of points.

When you start the command you will see the layout list screen and it will be empty if you haven't pre-

viously created one.

Sort By Point ID

Use this to sort the layout list by Point ID.

Sort By Shortest Path

Select the first point you want to layout, then use this to sort the layout list by shortest path distance.
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Find Points

Use this to find points that will be added to the list. You can find points based on the Point ID, Coor-

dinate, or Description.

Select Point

Use this to pick a point from themap. Points will be added to the list in the order they're selected.

Remove Points

Use this to delete a single row ormultiple rows. This will only remove the points from the list and will

not delete the points from the database.

Remove All Points

Use this to clear the current list. This will only remove the points from the list and will not delete the

points from the database.

Move Up

This will move the currently highlighted point up one row.

Move Down button:

This will move the currently highlighted point down one row.

Layout Pnt

This will take you to the layout toolbar to layout the point that is currently highlighted in the list.

Layout Status

If a point in your layout list has not been laid out yet, it will have a red "x" displayed in the Layout

Status column. You will see a green checkmark icon if the point has been laid out.

As you can see point 3 has been laid out, and point 4 has not.

Working From the List

Towork from the list simply highlight the point you want to layout and press the Layout Pnt button

which will begin the process. Please see the Point Layout Toolbar topic for more information. Since

you started from the layout list, it will automatically turn on the "Use Layout List" checkbox in the

Layout Points screen.

When you store your layout point, the layout point commandwill automatically go to the next point in

the list.
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Survey Role Setting

The status of a point is controlled by the Survey Role type in the project database. You can view the

role by using the Coordinate Database viewer. If the point is pending, it will have a survey role type of

"to lay out" (point 4 in the screenshot below). If it has been staked, it will have a survey role of "laid

out" (point 3 in the screenshot below).

Layout Line/Arc
Line Toolbar | Stake

Main Interface | Layout | Line

Layout Line

In Layout you can stake a line by selecting points in the drawing, an existing figure or a DXF line.

When you start the command from the Layout Menu you will see a toolbar that will allow you to select

the object you want to stake

To continue on to layout the line you need to press the OK button which will display the Down/Out

screen.
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If you want to layout the line, just press the Layout Line button which will display the stake line tool-

bar.

If you want to layout a specific point along the line, specify the down/out distances then press the Lay-

out Pointbutton which will display the layout point toolbar for the specified design point.

When the layout line toolbar opens you have to take a shot before any information will appear on the

toolbar.

Station - This station is the perpendicular intersection from the current rod position back to the base-

line. If your line of sight does not intersect the baseline, it will be extended in either direction in order to

compute an intersection. In this example the perpendicular intersection is 12.939meters from point

43 and is also indicated by a blue circle.
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In / Out – This is the distance you need tomove in or out to get to the baseline. This distance is meas-

ured along the line of sight and represents the projected intersection. This intersection will be shown

in themapwith a cross symbol.

Left / Right – This is the distance you need tomove left or right to get to the baseline. This distance

is measured perpendicular to the line of sight and represents the projected intersection. This inter-

section will be shown in themapwith a cross symbol.

You can force Layout to display either In/Out or Left/Right distances by changing the LineMode

option in the Layout Settings.

Cut / Fill – The layout line commandwill calculate an interpolated elevation along the baseline. A cut

represents that the rod is higher than the projected elevation, and a fill represent that the rod is lower

than the projected elevation.

The cut / fill value will represent the difference between the current rod position and the perpendicular

intersection.

You can toggle between the computed Cut/Fill values or the current rod Elevation by tapping on the

Cut/Fill field.

Offset - This will always display the perpendicular offset to the line, or the radial distance to an arc.

Layout Arc

This is very similar to laying out a line, the only difference is you select an existing arc in the drawing

or define one using the toolbar.

If you want to layout the arc, just press the Layout Line button which will display the stake line tool-

bar.

If you want to layout a specific point along the arc, specify the down/out distances then press the Lay-

out Pointbutton which will display the layout point toolbar for the specified design point.

When thelayout arc toolbar opens you have to take a shot before any information will appear on the

toolbar.
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This toolbar will display the station on the arc computed radially from the current position of the prism.

This is the blue circle.

You will also see the in or out distance required tomove onto the line. This distance is measured

along the line of sight and an intersection with the arc. In our example, we need tomove out by

18.302m.

You will also see the radial offset distance from the rod to the arc. In our example, we need tomove

towards the arc by 8.908m

Finally, the fill or cut value will be displayed. Cut value indicate that the rod is higher than the arc, fill

indicates that it is lower.

Store Points

When you store the shot while laying outa line or arc a point will be stored and some records will be

written to the raw file. Currently a SP and SK records will be stored in the raw file.

Layout Elevation
Main Interface | Layout | Elevation

This routine allows you to layout a specific elevation, which will report the cut and fill from that design

elevation to your current rod elevation. The horizontal position does not matter.

The first step is to define your constant elevation. You can either type in an elevationmanually, or you

can select a point from your database to use its elevation.
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Continue

Press this button to continue. You will now see themap screen and the layout toolbar. Because you

are laying out an elevation, it will only display the Cut/Fill or Elevation value (tap on the value to toggle

between the two), without any horizontal information.

Please refer to the point layout toolbar topic for more information on how to use the staking toolbar.

Cutsheet Reports
Main Interface | Layout | Cutsheet

Layout includes a cut sheet generator. When you layout points, cut sheet records are recorded in the

raw file.
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The different cut sheet formats will be described below. To create a cut sheet, select the desired cut

sheet format, then press theCreate Report button, then choose the folder and filename for it. You

can give it any extension (one will not be automatically added) but we recommend using either .CSV

or .TXT. The extension you provide will not affect the contents of the file in any way.

If you've already created a cut sheet and want to open it to review it, press theOpen Report button.

Layout automatically creates a (.CSV) comma separated value file for each cut sheet format you

create. This file can be read into Excel, which will allow you to format it and print it. The records

stored during staking follow the RW5 format so cut sheet records can be created using software pack-

ages that support this format.

Point Layout Format

If you've laid out points using the Layout Point command you will be able to create a layout point cut

sheet report.
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Length
Main Menu | Calculate | Length

This commandwill calculate for you the length between two points. It will display the horizontal /

slope distance, direction, vertical distance and slope between the two points. You do not need to

have a line drawn between the points to use the length command.

All length information is saved in the COGOHistory file called CogoCalcs.txt located in your project

folder.

Traverse Length

Function

1. Start the length command andmake sure the Traverse Length and Line options are selected.

2. Enter or choose the first point to calculate from, and press your enter key to continue on to the

next point.

3. Now you can choose or enter the second point and press your Enter button to compute an

answer.

4. The length information will be displayed in the results toolbar.

5. In the COGO history you will see the following information for the two points:

-------------------------------
INVERSE
-------------------------------
PNT 44 to 8 (HD 1352.84' @ NA 323°48'03.1")SD 1353.39' GR -2.85' VD -
38.51'AR 323°48'03.1"

Your first length will calculate a right angle from north to the direction you calculated.

Multiple Lines

After you have specified two points, you can continue calculating from point to point. You should

notice that the point id previously in the 2nd point field will move to the 1st point field, and the cursor

will remain in the 2nd point field allowing you to quickly enter in your next point.

If you continue calculating from point to point, the angle right will not be referenced to north, but the

last leg you calculated. Essentially this is computing a clockwise angle between the current and last

legs you calculated.
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Perimeter Distance and Area

If you close back to the first point, a perimeter distance and enclosed area will also be computed.

Radial Length

You can compute radial lengths from a point.

Function

1. Start the length command andmake sure theRadial Length and Line options are selected.

2. Enter or choose the 1st point to calculate from, and press your enter key to continue on to the

next point.

3. Now you can choose or enter the 2nd point and press your Enter button to compute an answer.

4. The length information will be displayed in the results toolbar.

5. You can now continue computing radial lengths. The 2nd point field will remain activated allow-

ing you to continue entering point numbers.

Radial Arc

You can compute the curve information for an arc defined by three points, PC (start), Radius Point,

and PT (End)

Function

1. Start the length command andmake sure theRad Arc button is turned on.

2. Enter or choose the starting point for the arc in the Start field, and press your enter key to con-

tinue on to the next point.

3. Enter or choose the radius point in the Arc field, and press your enter key to continue on to the

next point.

4. Enter or choose the end point for the arc in the End field, and press your enter key to compute

an answer.

5. The length information will be displayed in the results toolbar.

Three Point Arc

You can compute the curve information for an arc defined by three points along the arc.

Function

1. Start the length command andmake sure the 3 Pt Arc button is turned on.

2. Enter or choose the starting point for the arc in the Start field, and press your enter key to
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continue on to the next point.

3. Enter or choose the point that falls on the arc in the Arc field, and press your enter key to con-

tinue on to the next point.

4. Enter or choose the end point for the arc in the End field, and press your enter key to compute

an answer.

5. The length information will be displayed in the results toolbar.

Offset Tool
Main Menu | Calculate | Down/Out

This routine allows you to calculate and draw points and/or figures, offset from other existing points,

figures, or DXF entities in your project. You can calculate points on a line or down and out from a line,

or offset complete figures.

Selection Mode

Press the "Select Line" button to go into SelectionMode. You will also automatically go into Selection

Mode if a line is not yet selected when you start this command.

Whichever SelectionMode you use, the selected line will be highlighted in red in themap screen

along with a direction indicator. If necessary, you can press theSwitch Direction button to reverse
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the start and end of the selected line. Press OK to accept the selected line and proceed to the next

step.

Selection Mode: Figure/DXF

Pick this mode to select an existing figure or DXF entity by selecting the desired figure from themap

screen. You can select any of the following:

l Figures containing lines and/or arcs (but not curvey splines)

l DXF lines, arcs, and/or polylines (but not splines, splined polylines, or fitted polylines)

Selection Mode: Figure Segment

Pick this mode to select an individual line or arc segment from a complex figure, by selecting the

desired segment from themap screen. You can select any of the following:

l a line or arc segment from a Figure (but not a curvey segment)

l (line or arc segments from aDXF polyline cannot be selected)

Selection Mode: Define Points

Pick this mode to select points in your project to define a line or arc. You can define the following line

types:

l Straight Line: select a Start Point and End Point

l Arc (CW): select a Start of Curve Point, Radial Point, and End of Curve Point

l Arc (CCW): select a Start of Curve Point, Radial Point, and End of Curve Point

l Arc (3Pnt): select a Start of Curve Point, Point on Curve, and End of Curve Point.

Offset Point Mode

Use this mode to calculate a point measured Down andOut from the selected line.
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After selecting a line using any of the above SelectionModes, pick this mode and enter the Down and

Out distances and the offset direction (left or right, looking down the line).

The calculated point will be previewed in green in themap screen. Press theSave button to store this

point.

Station Point Mode

Use this mode to calculate the Down andOut distances to a selected point, and to calculate a per-

pendicular intersection point On the selected line.
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After selecting a line using any of the above SelectionModes, pick this mode and select the Offset

Point by either typing in its Point ID or by selecting it from themap screen when theOffset Pnt field

has focus.

The selected point will be highlighted in red in themap screen, and its Down andOut distances from

the selected line will be displayed.

A perpendicular intersection point On the line will be calculated and previewed in green in themap

screen. Press theSave button to store this point.

Line Mode

Use this mode to draw a new line or figure, offset from the selected line.

After selecting a line using any of the above SelectionModes, pick this mode and enter the Out dis-

tance and the offset direction (left or right looking down the line, or both sides).

The offset line will be calculated and previewed in green in themap screen. Press theSave button to

store this line. When a line is saved, points will be automatically stored at the start and end points,

radial points if applicable, and polyline vertex points if applicable.

Point Patterns
Main Interface | Point Patterns

This routine allows you to create or edit point patterns, and apply them to existing points in your

project. This is useful for creating drill holes for bolt patterns, pillar columns, etc.

Note
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The *.pattern data files are completely interchangeable between both Layout and Sok-

kia Layout Office, so any patterns created in one program can be edited or used in the

other.

Pattern Toolbar

When you start the Point Pattern command, you will see the Pattern Toolbar along the bottom of your

map screen.

Insert Pnt

Specify the point ID for an existing point in your project, either by typing in its point ID, or by tapping

on a point in themap screen to select it when this field has focus.

The selected point will be highlighted in themap view with a large red point, and the current pattern

will be previewed with smaller green points.

Rotate

Use this to specify a rotation value for your pattern. The default rotation of 0 will orient the pattern

exactly as it was defined.

To orient your pattern along any arbitrary line between two existing points, enter those two points

using the pt#..pt# format like 1..2 and the rotation angle between those two points will be auto-

matically calculated for you. The pattern's X-axis will be applied along this direction.

Load Pattern

Press this button to load a previously saved *.pattern file.
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Edit Pattern

Press this button to edit the currently loaded pattern, or to create a new pattern if you have not loaded

one. Please see below for more information on the Pattern Editor.

Insert Pattern

Press this button to apply the currently pattern to the selected insertion point. New points will be

stored in your project at the coordinates, as previewed by the green pattern points. All inserted points

will be created with the description "Pattern", and with the same elevation as the selected insertion

point.

To insert a pattern ontomultiple points, simply change the insertion point and insert the pattern onto

each point one-at-a-time as desired.

Pattern Editor

When you press Edit Pattern on the Pattern Toolbar, you will see the Pattern Editor screen.

Enter the X and Y offset values for your pattern as desired. As you enter the points, they will be pre-

viewed in the grid, which will automatically zoom to the extents of your pattern. Please see the Dis-

tance Entry & Recall topic for options on entering the offset values in various units.

The 0,0 origin will always be located at the selected Insertion Point, so a point should not be included

in your pattern at 0,0. You can also rotate the pattern into any orientation on the Pattern Toolbar (see

above), so you do not need to create different variations of the same pattern to insert it in different

orientations.

Press the Delete Point button to remove the selected X,Y offset from the pattern.

Load Pattern

Press this button to load a previously saved *.pattern file.
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Save Pattern

Press this button to save the current pattern to disk.

This will always do a "Save As" type save, so you can specify a new filename, or select any existing

pattern file to overwrite it with the changes. You will always be prompted for confirmation before over-

writing an existing pattern file.

New Pattern

To create a new pattern, simply delete all of the existing points from the current pattern. When you

press the Save Pattern button you will always be prompted for a new filename, so you will not lose

the previous pattern.

Close

Press this button to close the Pattern Editor and return to the Pattern Toolbar. If you have not saved

the current pattern, you will be prompted to confirm this before discarding your changes.
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MAIN MENU

Main Menu

On themainmenu, pressing any of the buttons will take you to its sub-menu.

From any sub-menu, pressing theBack Arrow button will return you to this menu.

The Layout button will close themainmenu and take you back to themap view.

TheExit button will close Layout.

Project

Use this to access the Project Manager, Transfer Menu, and Settings Menu.

Plan

Use this to draw a plan or pad in your project. Please see the Plan Builder topic for more information.

Calculate

Select this to use our calculating functions such as COGO and inversing. Please see the Calculate

Menu topic for more information.

Edit

Use this to manage your points, DXF files, and cutsheet reports. Please see the Edit Menu topic for

more information.
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Connect

Use this to connect to your total station. Please see the Instrument Selection topic for more infor-

mation.

Setup

Select this to executemeasurement tools such as occupying a point, measuring a point, or checking

a point. Please see the SetupMenu topic for more information.

About (Sokkia Icon)

Select this to see what build and whichmodules you have registered for Layout. Please see the

About Menu topic for more information.

Project

Project Menu
Main Menu | Project

The project menu contains import/export functions and settings for your project.

Project Manager

This will open the Project Manager, for opening new or existing Layout projects. Please see the

Project Manager topic for more information.
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Transfer

Use this to access the Transfer Menu which contains tools for importing and exporting various files.

Please see the Transfer Menu topic for more information.

Settings

Use this to open the Settings Menu which contains project and program settings. Please see the Set-

tings Menu topic for more information.

Project Manager
Main Menu | Project | Project Manager

The Project Manager is used to create, open, or delete projects currently residing in your data col-

lector. When you start Layout this is always the first screen you will see.

By default the project manager will display the contents of the ...\Sokkia\Layout\Projects\ directory,

which is the default location for all projects that you create. You can sort the list by project name or

date by tapping on the column's header.

Projects Folder

Press this button to specify a different project folder than the default. The default is...-

\Sokkia\Layout\Projects\. Once you set the directory it is written to themsurvey.ini file so it is used

for all subsequent projects.

Open Project

To open an existing project, simply select it in the list and press theOpen button.
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New Project

To create a new project, simply press theNew button. You will then see the new project screen which

will allow you to enter a name and set the units for the project.

Delete Project

To delete a project you first need to select it in the list and then press theDelete button. You will be

asked to confirm that you really want to delete the project.

Notes:
You can not delete the current project that is open in Layout.

Projects that have been deleted can not be restored.

Exit

To exit from the project manager press theBack Arrow button.

Transfer

Transfer Menu

Main Menu | Project | Transfer

Use this menu to display different options for importing data into or exporting data out of your project.

ASCII Coordinate File Import

Use this to import an ASCII file into your project. Please see the ASCII Coordinate File Import topic

for more information.
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ASCII Coordinate File Export

Use this to export an ASCII file of your points. Please see the ASCII Coordinate File Export topic for

more information.

DXF File Import

Use this to import a DXF file into your project. Please see the DXF File Import andMapData Layers

topics for more information.

DXF File Export

Use this to export a DXF file of your current project. The DXF file will contain drawing entities of your

points and lines. Please see the DXF File Export topic for more information.

ASCII Coordinate File Import

Main Menu | Project | Transfer | ASCII Coordinate File Import

Use this option to import a list of coordinates to the current project.

This may be required if a separate coordinate file is uploaded to the device by itself (not as part of a

project with linework). This is also useful for transfer of points from one file to another.

Supported Formats

Both space and comma delimited files are supported.
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Function

1. Click on the "Browse for File..." button to go and select your file.

2. Choose the field delimiter, either Comma or Space.

3. Choose the file format. See below for more information regarding file format. If you are uncer-

tain, use theStandard format.

4. Overwrite Existing Coordinates - allows you to control whether points will be overwritten dur-

ing the import.

5. Set as Control Points – will set a flag in the database that will prevent these points from

being edited or changed in Layout (under any circumstances!)

6. ChooseOK to import the coordinates, Cancel to abort the import.

7. You will be shown a confirmation of how many points were imported to the current project.

Field Format

Standard: ID,Northing (Y),Easting (X),Elevation,Description:Note

This format expects the file to be in a standard ASCII format. If your descriptions have a colon in

them, then Layout will store everything before the colon as a description, everything after the colon

will be considered to be a note.

Standard with Header:Same as the standard format, but the first row is ignored.

Extended: ID, Northing (Y), Easting (X), Elevation, Description, Note, Latitude, Longitude, Ellip-

soidalHeight, LatitudeStdDev, LongitudeStdDev, HeightStdDev

This format is different than the standard such that notes are separate from descriptions. Also if you

collected GPS data, theWGS 84 information can also be included and imported along with other infor-

mation related to the GPS point.

Extended with Header:Same as the extended format, but the first row is ignored.

More about the Extended Format

If you import aLayout extended file format ASCII file, Layout will create EP andGS records in the raw

file. Also, the coordinates will be imported and stored in the database. Importing this type of file is use-

ful for seeding points when using the OmniStar GPS system or to create a list of geodetic and car-

tesian points that you can select while programming aGPS base receiver.
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Importing Cartesian and Geodetic Coordinates

Above is an example of an Extended ASCII file. For the format to work correctly, each point should

include Cartesian andGeodetic coordinates for each point. The standard deviations are not needed

unless the point is going to be used to "seed" a position for use with the OmniStarVBS system. The

Latitude and Longitude values are required to be stored in decimal degrees.

So if this type of file is imported into Layout the following will occur:

l A point is stored in the project database using the Cartesian Coordinates.

l A GS record is written in the raw file using the Cartesian Coordinates as a reference.

l An EP record is written to the raw file using the Geodetic Coordinates as a reference.

Importing Geodetic Coordinates Only

You can create an Extended ASCII Point file that only contains a point number, description, note and

Geodetic coordinates. Upon import Layout will use the Geodetic coordinates and your defined coor-

dinate system in your GPS Profile to compute Cartesian coordinates to be stored in the database.

So if this type of file is imported into Layout the following will occur:

l Using the horizontal and Vertical datum settings you've defined in your GPS profile, Layout

will compute a Cartesian coordinate for each point using the Geodetic values imported from

the ASCII file.

l A point is stored in the project database using the Cartesian Coordinates that was com-

puted. The point will be assigned the point number that was imported from the ASCII file.

l A GS record is written in the raw file using the Cartesian Coordinates as a reference.
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l An EP record is written to the raw file using the Geodetic Coordinates as a reference.

ASCII Coordinate File Export

Main Menu | Project | Transfer | ASCII Coordinate File Export

Use this option to export a coordinate list from the current file.

This is useful for transfer of points from one file to another.

Function

1. Specify a range of point to export in the form #..#. Accept default of All if desired.

2. Specify number of decimal places to carry on the export. (maximum=6)

3. Specify if you want to export them with either a space or comma delimiter.

4. Choose the file format type that you want to use. See below for more details about the dif-

ferent file formats. If you are uncertain, use theStandard format.

5. ChooseExport to export the coordinates, orCancel to abort the export.

6. Browse to the folder where you want to save the file, enter a filename including an exten-

sion, then press Save File.Layout will not add any extension to the filename you enter.

7. You will be shown a confirmation of how many points were exported.

File Format

Standard: ID,Northing (Y),Easting (X),Elevation,Description:Note
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This format will append any notes you have to your description separated by a colon.

Standard with Header:Same as the standard format, but the first row will contain the item headers.

Extended: ID, Northing (Y), Easting (X), Elevation, Description, Note, Latitude, Longitude, Ellip-

soidalHeight, LatitudeStdDev, LongitudeStdDev, HeightStdDev

This format is different than the standard such that notes are separated from descriptions. Also if you

collected GPS data, theWGS 84 information will also be exported along with other information related

to the GPS point. TheWGS 84 information will be extracted from your GS records in the raw file.

Extended with Header:Same as the extended format, but the first row will contain the item headers.

More about the Extended Format

If you import a Layout extended file format ASCII file, we will create EP andGS records in the raw

file. Also, the coordinates will be imported and stored in the database. Importing this type of file is use-

ful for seeding points when using the OmniStar GPS system.

There is more detailed information about the extended format in the ASCII Coordinate File Import

topic.

DXF File Import

Main Menu | Project | Transfer | DXF File Import

Use this function to import CAD DXF files into aLayout project.

Layout supports all Point nodes, Lines, Arcs, Polylines, Text and 3D Faces in the DXF file.

Layout does not support Blocks or any other entities not mentioned above in the DXF file.

All items from the DXF file will be drawn in their respective layers as defined in the DXF file. These

layers may be toggled on and off using Layout's layer manager.

Importing Steps

1. Using the browse window, find the DXF file you would like to import and press theOpen

File button.

2. Use the Layer Manager to turn on or off any layers you don't want to view.

3. Press Close and return to themap view.

4. Press the zoom extents button to see your entire DXF file.

For more information on the layer manager please visit the Layer Manager topic.

Important Notes:
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- Your CAD desktop system likely has a super fast processor and 1GB ormore of RAM

but most current Windows CE devices run at 206Mhz and have 32 or maybe 64MB of

RAM. For this reason, you will not be able tomanipulate a 5MB DXF file with the same

speed as your desktop system sominimize the size of the DXF files for most efficient

operation.

- TEXT is the biggest performance reducer in your DXF files. For best performance,

minimize the amount of text in the DXF files or turn off layers containing text when not

needed.

DXF File Export

Main Menu | Project | Transfer | DXF File Export

Use this to export your current Layout drawing as a DXF file. This allows for easy import of linework

and nodes intomost cad or graphic systems

.

Function

1. Select the options for your DXF file.

Export Points: If this is checked, your coordinate point nodes will be exported to the DXF file.

You can also specify what layer you want the labels to go on and a default text height.

Export Lines: If this is checked, all figures (lines, arcs, and splines) will be exported to the

DXF file.
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Export Contours: If this is checked, all contour lines drawn using the SurfaceManager will

be exported to the DXF file.

2. Click Export.

3. Browse to the folder where you want to save the file, enter a filename, then press Save File.

Layout will add a .dxf extension to the filename if you did not include it.

4. The DXF file is created and you can copy it to your desktop computer.

Notes about DXF files:

l Upon export, Layout will compare the figure name to see if it has amatch in the AutoMap file.

If it does, Layout will draw the points along the figure, as well as draw the figure on the layer

specified in the AutoMap library.

l Points that are exported will match the point color settings set in the Automap library.

l Figures that don't have amatch in the Automap library will be drawn on a layer named

"Default". Color setting will be set to 256.

l Points or nodes will be 2D or 3D depending on the Z value.

l Lines will be 2D or 3D depending on the Z values of the end points.

l Figures will be drawn as polylines.

l Curvy lines or arcs will be drawn as segmented polylines. Layout will automatically interpolate

an elevation along the arc or curved section of the figure at 1° intervals.

l Contours will be drawn as polylines and will be 3D based on the contour elevation.

l Points or nodes will appear as an "X" marker in the DXF file because the PDMODE variable is

being set to 3 in the DXF file. In most desktop CAD programs you can change this marker type

by typing PDMODE.

Settings

Settings Menu

Main Menu | Project | Settings

The settings menu is used to setup and review settings that have been set for your current project.

You can also specify default settings for new projects that are created.

Most of these settings are stored in a file namedmsurvey.ini which can be found in the ...-

\Sokkia\Layout\Programs\ directory. It is recommended that once you have defined your settings,

that youmake a backup of this msurvey.ini file.
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Options

Use this to set or change settings that affect Layout's functionality. Please see the Options topic for

more information.

Units

Use this to set or change the units, bearings, distances and scale settings for your project. Please

see the Units Settings topic for more information.

Instrument

Use this to set the type of instrument or GPS unit that will be used with Layout. If you're not con-

necting to a survey or GPS instrument you can specify that you would like to enter your meas-

urements manually. Please see the Instrument Selection topic for more information.

Information

Use this to enter and save information about your project. Please see the Project Information topic for

more information.

Units

Main Menu | Project | Settings | Units

The units and scalemenu allows you to specify settings for your project. Some of these settings are

recorded in the raw file and the project's ini file, as well as recorded in themsurvey.ini file.
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You can also set these settings as defaults for new projects by pressing theSave as Default Set-

tings button.

Note: the actual precision on distances and angles returned from your instrument may be limited to

less than the precision you select here. Selecting a higher precision here will not increase the pre-

cision of values queried from your instrument.

Distance Unit

Choose the distance unit that you will be using: Meters, International Feet, or US Survey Feet. All dis-

tance values written into the raw file will be recorded in the selected format. All distances will be

recorded to the raw file in decimal format. Database coordinates are always stored with 6 decimal

places, and rounded to the desired precision for display.

Meters

If you chooseMeters as your distance unit, you can also specify the number of decimal places to dis-

play within Layout, from 0 to 6.

International Feet / US Survey Feet

If you choose International Feet or US Survey Feet, then you can specify to use either a decimal for-

mat with a precision from 0 to 6, or a Fractional format.

If you use the decimal format, distances will be displayed in decimal feet, such as 10.5' to indicate

10.5 feet or 10feet-6inches.

If you use the fractional format, distances will be displayed in feet and fractional inches, such as 10'6

1/2" to indicate 10feet-6.5inches or 10.54166667 feet.
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Angle Unit

Choose the angular unit that you will be using: Degrees, Gons/Gradients, or Radians. All angular

values written into the raw file will be recorded in the selected format.

Degrees

If you select Degrees, then you can also select which format to use, either DDD°MM'SS.s" for

degrees-minutes-decimal seconds, DDD°MM.m' for degrees-decimal minutes, or DDD.d° for dec-

imal degrees. You can also specify the number of decimal places to use, from 0 to 8.

Gons (Gradients)

If you select Gons (Gradients) then you can also specify the number of decimal places to use, from 0

to 8.

Radians

If you select Radians then you can also specify the number of decimal places to use, from 0 to 8.

Direction Format

Choose the direction format that you will be using: North Azimuth, South Azimuth, or Bearings. When

entering a direction, you can always override this setting by entering the angle with the cardinal quad-

rant indicated before or after the angle. If there is no quadrant specified, then the input angle will be

interpreted as an Azimuth.

Save As Default Settings

Use this to permanently write the units and scale settings to themsurvey.ini file. When you create a

new project, it will use these settings.

Instrument Selection

Main Menu | Connect

Main Menu | Project | Settings | Instrument

The Instrument Selection screen allows you to choose the type of equipment you will be connecting

to Layout. An Instrument Profile can be created for each different instrument you will be working with,

to make changing between different hardware a breeze. Once you have setup a profile for each dif-

ferent instrument you will be using, switching between them is a simplematter of selecting the appro-

priate profile and pressingConnect.
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For all future projects you create with Layout, when you create a new or open an existing project you

will see the Instrument Selection screen with the profiles you have already created. It will default to

the last Profile you used, so if you are using the same instrument just press Connect. If you are using

different equipment, just select the appropriate Instrument Type and Profile (or add a new profile if one

does not yet exist for it), then press Connect.

Total Station

When you select Total Stationmode, you will be able to Add, Delete, or Edit a profile to setup param-

eters for connecting to your conventional and robotic total stations, as well as laser devices. See the

Total Station Configuration topic for more details about configuration for your total station.

Your Total Station profiles are stored in the file ...\Sokkia\Layout\Programs\msurvey.ini so once you

have set up the total station profiles on one data collector, you can simply copy this file onto your

other data collectors to make the profiles available on them.

For more information on connecting to your instrument please refer to the Conventional Total Station

and Robotic Total Station topics.

Total Station Demo

If you choose this you will have tomanually enter your shots. Manually entered shots are recorded in

the raw file and points are computed based on the values you enter. A profile is not needed for this

mode, just press Connect to begin using the Total Station Demomode.

None

Use this option if you're not connecting anything to Layout and also don't need tomanually enter any

shot information. With this mode, the instrument toolbar will not be displayed in themap screen.
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Project Information

Main Menu | Project | Settings | Info

Use this option to record job information about your project.

TapOK to save your information to the raw file, or Cancel to exit without saving your changes. Each

entry field can accept up to 21 characters.

Options

Main Menu | Project | Settings | Options

The options screen helps you set settings that affect the look and feel of Layout.
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Press the [+] buttons along the left to expand (show) each section, and the [-] buttons to collapse

(hide) it.

Point Attributes Options

Coordinate Order

Use this to control the display of coordinate values in Layout. Options are NEH, ENH, XYZ and will

affect any area of the program where coordinates are displayed. An important thing to note is that this

only affects display of the coordinates, internally in the point database, or raw file we store infor-

mation as N,E,Z.

Alpha-Numeric IDs

When this is enabled you will be allowed to enter alpha-numeric point IDs such as 21a, AB3, EV2. If

this isn't turned on, then Layout will not accept anything but integer numbers. Alpha numeric input of

point IDs can contain up to 31 characters. Note:Alpha-Numeric ID's are only supported in the Sokkia

Layout Office 2008 or newer desktop software. Previous versions of Sokkia Layout Office do not sup-

port it.

Point ID Range - Minimum

Use this to force Layout to limit the point numbers that are used to a specific range; here you would

specify theminimum range value. If you try to use a point number that is less than this value, you will

see amessage that will ask you to select a different point number. Note: If you have the Alpha-

Numeric IDs toggle turned on, then any values specified here are ignored.
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Point ID Range - Maximum

Use this to force Layout to limit the point numbers that are used to a specific range; here you would

specify themaximum range value. If you try to use a point number that is greater than this value, you

will see amessage that will ask you to select a different point number. Note: If you have the Alpha-

Numeric IDs toggle turned on, then any values specified here are ignored.

Alphanumeric Point ID's can have amaximum length of 31 characters.

New Description Prompt

This controls how Layout deals with descriptions that don't match anything in your Automap library. If

this is on, when you enter a description that isn't in the Automap library you will see a warningmes-

sage asking you if you want to add it.

If it is off, any description that doesn't have amatch in the Automap library will be automatically

added to your project's Automap library.

Time Stamp Saved Points

This tells Layout to write a timestamp into the raw file whenever a point is stored.

Layout Options

Note: You can also access these options directly from the staking toolbar.

Tolerance

This is the error tolerance that the staking commandwill use. When your staking "move by" distances

are equal to or less than this amount, a green circle will be displayed to notify you that you're meeting

your tolerance; if you do not meet the tolerance, a red circle is displayed. For example if you set this

tolerance to 0.03m, you will see in the example below that my Left or Right distancemeets the tol-

erance, so you see a green circle. Whereas you still need tomove out by 0.039m which is greater

than the tolerance, so you will see a red circle.

: When you see this it indicates that your current rod position is within the staking tolerance
you have defined in the stake settings.

: When you see this it indicates that your current rod position is not within the staking tol-
erance you have defined in the stake settings.

Orientation Reference

Orientation Reference = North
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With the North orientation, North is the reference direction. The "move by" distances are standard car-

dinal directions.

North: This is the distance you need tomove North.

South: This is the distance you need tomove South.

East: This is the distance you need tomove East.

West: This is the distance you need tomoveWest.

Cut: This is the amount you have to go down from the current rod position to the stake point's

elevation.

Fill: This is the amount you have to go up from the current rod position to the stake point's

elevation.

Orientation Reference = Instrument

With the staking reference set to Instrument themap view will be twisted so the instrument is cen-

tered towards the top of your screen. The "move by" distances are with respect to the rod position

looking towards the instrument. This view is useful when using a robotic instrument.

In: This is the distance you need tomove towards the instrument.

Out: This is the distance you need tomove away from the instrument.

Right: Facing the instrument, move right by this amount.

Left: Facing the instrument, move left by this amount.

Cut: This is the amount you have to go down from the current rod position to the stake point's

elevation.

Fill: This is the amount you have to go up from the current rod position to the stake point's

elevation.

Orientation Reference = Prism

With the staking reference set to Prism themap view will be twisted so the prism is centered towards

the top of your screen. The "move by" distances are with respect to the instrument man looking at the

prism. This view is handy when using a non-robotic instrument.

In: This is the distance you need tomove towards the instrument.

Out: This is the distance you need tomove away from the instrument.

Right: Facing the prism, move right by this amount.

Left: Facing the prism, move left by this amount.

Cut: This is the amount you have to go down from the current rod position to the stake point's

elevation.
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Fill: This is the amount you have to go up from the current rod position to the stake point's

elevation.

Orientation Reference = User Point

With the User Point orientation, you can use an existing point in your project as the reference. The

view will be twisted so that the selected point is centered towards the top of your screen.

In: This is the distance you need tomove towards your user reference point.

Out: This is the distance you need tomove away from your user reference point.

Right: Facing your user reference point, move right by this amount.

Left: Facing your user reference point, move left by this amount.

Cut: This is the amount you have to go down from the current rod position to the stake point's

elevation.

Fill: This is the amount you have to go up from the current rod position to the stake point's

elevation.

Orientation Reference = Line

With the staking reference set to Line themap view will be twisted so the line is drawn vertically with

the start of the line at the bottom of the screen and the end of the line at the top of the screen. The

"move by" distances are with respect to the line.

In: You will not be given an In distance.

Out: You will not be given anOut distance.

Right: Looking down the line (or parallel to it), move right by this amount perpendicularly

towards the line.

Left: Looking down the line (or parallel to it), move left by this amount perpendicularly towards

the line.

Cut: This is the amount you have to go down from the current rod position to the stake line's

interpolated elevation.

Fill: This is the amount you have to go up from the current rod position to the stake line's inter-

polated elevation.

User Point

If you are using the "User Point" Orientation Reference (see above) then use this to specify which

point ID you want to use for the reference point. If you are not using the "User Point" orientation then

this does not have any effect.
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Store Staked Points

By default this is checked. What will happen is when you store a staked position using the store but-

ton on the stake toolbar you will be prompted with a screen allowing you to assign a point number and

description to the new point that will be created.

The point description will default to the current description from the Automap Library, as shown on

your topo toolbar. If you choose a different description from the library, then it will be retained for all

consecutive stakeout points.

Furthermore, when this feature is turned on it will use the value in the Add Id field to determine the

point number for the recorded staked position. For example if you staked point 19 and you have an

Attached User Id = 1000, then Layout will automatically use 1019 as a point number. This can be

changed by the user.

Attached User ID

Use this to add a value to the point number you’re currently staking. For example if the point your stak-

ing is point 8, and this field is set to 1000. In the raw file it will show that you staked point 1008 and

will also store the staked position as point 1008 in the project database.

Turn Instrument Mode

If you have amotorized instrument, including robotics, you can control how Layout turns the instru-

ment during stakeouts. If you want Layout to compute the horizontal and vertical angle needed to

stake your point, use the 3D (HA + VA) option. If all you want is the horizontal angle to be turned, and

the vertical left alone, select the 2D (HA) option.

Robotic Staking

If you’re using a robotic instrument and this is turned on, if you stake a point Layout will go into a

dynamic stakingmode. Using this mode will not force the instrument to turn to the stake point. It will

go into a trackingmode and will dynamically tell you how far you’re away from the stake point.

Calculate

Calculate Menu
Main Menu | Calculate

The calculationmenu contains COGO based functions that can be used to compute points.
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Length

Use this to measure the length and direction between points. Please see the Inverse topic for more

information.

Calculator

Use this to display the RPN calculator. Please see the Calculator topic for more information.

Down/Out

Use this to calculate a point measured down and out from a line between points. Please see the

Down/Out Offset topic for more information.

Direction Pt

This will open the Traverse / Intersect toolbar. You can enter in directions and distances and perform

common intersections such as bearing / bearing, distance/distance andmany more. Please see the

Traverse / Intersection topic for more information.

Area

Use this to compute areas using points or lines in your project. You can also use this to compute

predetermined areas. Please see the Area Calculator topic for more information.

Triangle

Use this to compute a triangle solution using known angles or distances. Please refer to the Triangle

Calculator topic for more information.

Tape Layout

Use this to manually layout points using a simplemeasuring tape. Please see the tape layout topic for

more details.
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Length
Main Menu | Calculate | Length

This commandwill calculate for you the length between two points. It will display the horizontal /

slope distance, direction, vertical distance and slope between the two points. You do not need to

have a line drawn between the points to use the length command.

All length information is saved in the COGOHistory file called CogoCalcs.txt located in your project

folder.

Traverse Length

Function

1. Start the length command andmake sure the Traverse Length and Line options are selected.

2. Enter or choose the first point to calculate from, and press your enter key to continue on to the

next point.

3. Now you can choose or enter the second point and press your Enter button to compute an

answer.

4. The length information will be displayed in the results toolbar.

5. In the COGO history you will see the following information for the two points:

-------------------------------
INVERSE
-------------------------------
PNT 44 to 8 (HD 1352.84' @ NA 323°48'03.1")SD 1353.39' GR -2.85' VD -
38.51'AR 323°48'03.1"

Your first length will calculate a right angle from north to the direction you calculated.

Multiple Lines

After you have specified two points, you can continue calculating from point to point. You should

notice that the point id previously in the 2nd point field will move to the 1st point field, and the cursor

will remain in the 2nd point field allowing you to quickly enter in your next point.

If you continue calculating from point to point, the angle right will not be referenced to north, but the

last leg you calculated. Essentially this is computing a clockwise angle between the current and last

legs you calculated.
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Perimeter Distance and Area

If you close back to the first point, a perimeter distance and enclosed area will also be computed.

Radial Length

You can compute radial lengths from a point.

Function

1. Start the length command andmake sure theRadial Length and Line options are selected.

2. Enter or choose the 1st point to calculate from, and press your enter key to continue on to the

next point.

3. Now you can choose or enter the 2nd point and press your Enter button to compute an answer.

4. The length information will be displayed in the results toolbar.

5. You can now continue computing radial lengths. The 2nd point field will remain activated allow-

ing you to continue entering point numbers.

Radial Arc

You can compute the curve information for an arc defined by three points, PC (start), Radius Point,

and PT (End)

Function

1. Start the length command andmake sure theRad Arc button is turned on.

2. Enter or choose the starting point for the arc in the Start field, and press your enter key to con-

tinue on to the next point.

3. Enter or choose the radius point in the Arc field, and press your enter key to continue on to the

next point.

4. Enter or choose the end point for the arc in the End field, and press your enter key to compute

an answer.

5. The length information will be displayed in the results toolbar.

Three Point Arc

You can compute the curve information for an arc defined by three points along the arc.

Function

1. Start the length command andmake sure the 3 Pt Arc button is turned on.

2. Enter or choose the starting point for the arc in the Start field, and press your enter key to
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continue on to the next point.

3. Enter or choose the point that falls on the arc in the Arc field, and press your enter key to con-

tinue on to the next point.

4. Enter or choose the end point for the arc in the End field, and press your enter key to compute

an answer.

5. The length information will be displayed in the results toolbar.

Calculator
Main Menu | Calculate | Calculator

Layout includes an RPN (Reverse Polish Notation) Calculator. RPN Calculators (such as the HP48)

are stack based, where values are popped from a stack, and the results of the calculation are pushed

back onto the stack. This type of calculator may seem foreign at first, so several examples of its use

are included below.

The calculator can be launched several ways:

1. By tapping inside certain numeric entry fields to directly open the Calculator. This will copy

whatever value is currently in that entry field into the calculator's command line, and the cal-

culated value can then be automatically copied back into the field which the calculator was

launched from.

2. By tapping insidemost text and numeric entry fields to open the keypad, and then tapping the

"Calculator" button on the keypad. This will copy whatever value was currently in that entry

field first into the keypad and then into the calculator's command line. The calculated value

can then be automatically copied back into the keypad and then to the field which the cal-

culator was launched from.

3. It can be launched from themap screen using its Keyboard Shortcut (default is the F key).

4. Or it can be launched through themenu system.
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The Stack

The stack is a series of memory storage locations for numeric data. Each location in the stack is

called a Level. There are amaximum of 20 Levels available in the Stack.

As you push new values on the stack, the stack grows to accommodate them: the new datamoves

into level 1, and older data is pushed to a higher level. Data in level 1 will move to level 2, data in level

2 to level 3, and so on. Any data in level 20 will be bumped off the stack if new data is added, and is

unrecoverable. As you pop data off of the stack, the number of levels decrease as data is auto-

matically bumped down to lower levels.

The stack display always shows levels 1 to 5, and you can use the scroll bar to view the other levels

up to level 20.

The Command Line

The command line is where you enter or edit data. You can enter up to 20 characters in the command

line.

The command line is closely tied to the stack. You use it to enter or edit data and then process it, and

the results are pushed onto level 1 of the stack.

Function

Numeric Entry

You can enter values using the keys provided on the calculator or use the numeric keys on your key-

board.
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[ 0 ] - [ 9 ] - Types numeric data into the command line

[ <-- ] - Types a backspace into the command line. You can also use the Backspace key on your key-

board.

Stack Operations

Functions are available to help youmanipulate data that is currently stored in the stack.

[ EDIT ] - Pops data from level 1 of the stack into the command line, bumping all other data down one

level.

[ SWAP ] - Switches positions of the data in levels 1 and 2 of the stack. Or you can highlight a level

on the stack and pressing the Swap button will move the value to level 1.

[ CLEAR ] - Deletes all data from the stack.

[ DROP ] - Deletes the data in level 1 of the stack, bumping all other data down one level.

[ ENTER ] - Pushes data from the command line into level 1 of the stack, bumping all other data up

one level. You can also use your keyboard's Enter key.

The Shift Button

[ SHIFT ] - This is used to show the reverse functions of each operation.

When the shift key highlighted in yellow, it Indicates that the shift key is currently depressed, press it

again to un-shift
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The OK/Cancel button

[ OK ] copies the value in level 1 of the stack back into the either the keypad or the numeric entry field

which was double-tapped to launch the calculator, and closes the calculator.

[ Cancel ] closes the calculator, without copying the data anywhere

Note:
All data will remain on the Stack, and will be available the next time the calculator is re-

started. On Exiting from Layout, all data on the stack is written out to a file called Calc-

Stack.bin and will be automatically re-loaded when Layout is re-started.

Converting Units

[ METER ] , [ FEET ] , [ FTUS ]

Assigns a linear unit to the data in the Command Line, and places it on the Stack. If the Command

Line is empty, then the unit is applied to the data currently in Level 1 of the Stack.

[ DEG ] , [ RAD ] , [ GRAD ]

Assigns an angular unit to the data in the Command Line, and places it on the Stack. If the Command

Line is empty, then the unit is applied to the data currently in Level 1 of the Stack.

Note:
You do not need to press enter before pressing a unit button, it will automatically move

whatever data is in the Command Line into Level 1 of the Stack.

Example: determine themetric equivalent of 15 feet:

[1][5] [FEET] [METER]

1: 4.572_m
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Example: determine the gradient equivalent of 45 degrees:

[4][5] [DEG] [GRAD]

1: 50_grad

Basic Mathematical Operations

[ + ] , [ - ] , [ x ] , [ / ]

Performs amathematical operation on the data in Level 1 and Level 2 of the Stack, or on Level 1 and

the Command Line.

Note:
You do not need to press [ENTER] before pressing amath button, it will automatically

move whatever data is in the Command Line into Level 1 of the Stack.

Example: determine the sum of 2 + 3

[2] [ENTER] [3] [+]
1: 5

Advanced Mathematical Operations

Note:
You do not need to press [ENTER] before pressing amath button, it will automatically

move whatever data is in the Command Line into Level 1 of the Stack.

Convert data between Polar and Rectangular notation

Example: Convert 206 feet at 14° to Rectangular components.

[2][0][6] [ENTER] [1][4] [P->R]
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2: 199.8809196
1: 49.83591049

Example: Convert x=200, y=50 to Polar components.

[2][0][0] [ENTER] [5][0] [SHIFT] [R->P]
2: 206.1552813
1: 14.03624347_°

Converts data between Degrees/Minutes/Seconds and Decimal Degrees

Example: Convert from 12° 34' 56" to decimal degrees

[1][2][.][3][4][5][6] [DMS->]
1: 12.58222222_°

Example: Convert from 12.3456° to degrees, minutes, seconds

[1][2][.][3][4][5][6] [SHIFT] [->DMS]
1: 12.204416

Add or subtract DMS angles

Example: 12° 34' 56" + 1° 2' 3"

[1][2][.][3][4][5][6] [ENTER] [1][.][0][2][0][3] [DMS+]
1: 13.3659

Trigonometric calculations

Example: Cosine of 12.3456°

[1][2][.][3][4][5][6] [COS]
1: 0.9768757205

Example: Cosine of 12° 34' 56"

[1][2][.][3][4][5][6] [DMS->] [COS]
1: 0.9759844006

Example: Arc Cosine of 0.3456°

[0][.][3][4][5][6] [SHIFT] [ACOS]
1: 69.78157371
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Inverse of X. Example: 1/4 = [4] [1/X] = 0.25

Square Root of X. Example: ROOT(9) = [9] [√x] = 3

Logarithm (Base 10). Example: LOG(1000) = [1][0][0][0] [LOG] = 4

Change Sign. Example: [3] [ENTER] [+/-] = -3

X Squared. Example: 3^2 = [3] [x2] = 9

Natural Logarithm. Example: LN(148) = [1][4][8] [LN] = 4.997212274

Scientific Notation. Example: 3x10^4 = [3] [EEX] [4] = 30,000

Pushes pi onto the stack. Example: [SHIFT] [pi] = 3.141592654

X'th root of Y. Example: 3ROOT(8)= [8] [ENTER] [3] [SHIFT] [x√y] = 2

10 to the X. Example: 10^3 = [3] [SHIFT] [10x] = 1000

Y to the X. Example: 2^3 = [2] [ENTER] [3] [SHIFT] [yx] = 8

Exponent of X. Example: e^1 = [1] [ENTER] [SHIFT] [ex] = 2.718281828

Offset Tool
Main Menu | Calculate | Down/Out

This routine allows you to calculate and draw points and/or figures, offset from other existing points,

figures, or DXF entities in your project. You can calculate points on a line or down and out from a line,

or offset complete figures.

Selection Mode

Press the "Select Line" button to go into SelectionMode. You will also automatically go into Selection

Mode if a line is not yet selected when you start this command.
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Whichever SelectionMode you use, the selected line will be highlighted in red in themap screen

along with a direction indicator. If necessary, you can press theSwitch Direction button to reverse

the start and end of the selected line. Press OK to accept the selected line and proceed to the next

step.

Selection Mode: Figure/DXF

Pick this mode to select an existing figure or DXF entity by selecting the desired figure from themap

screen. You can select any of the following:

l Figures containing lines and/or arcs (but not curvey splines)

l DXF lines, arcs, and/or polylines (but not splines, splined polylines, or fitted polylines)

Selection Mode: Figure Segment

Pick this mode to select an individual line or arc segment from a complex figure, by selecting the

desired segment from themap screen. You can select any of the following:

l a line or arc segment from a Figure (but not a curvey segment)

l (line or arc segments from aDXF polyline cannot be selected)

Selection Mode: Define Points

Pick this mode to select points in your project to define a line or arc. You can define the following line

types:
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l Straight Line: select a Start Point and End Point

l Arc (CW): select a Start of Curve Point, Radial Point, and End of Curve Point

l Arc (CCW): select a Start of Curve Point, Radial Point, and End of Curve Point

l Arc (3Pnt): select a Start of Curve Point, Point on Curve, and End of Curve Point.

Offset Point Mode

Use this mode to calculate a point measured Down andOut from the selected line.

After selecting a line using any of the above SelectionModes, pick this mode and enter the Down and

Out distances and the offset direction (left or right, looking down the line).

The calculated point will be previewed in green in themap screen. Press theSave button to store this

point.

Station Point Mode

Use this mode to calculate the Down andOut distances to a selected point, and to calculate a per-

pendicular intersection point On the selected line.
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After selecting a line using any of the above SelectionModes, pick this mode and select the Offset

Point by either typing in its Point ID or by selecting it from themap screen when theOffset Pnt field

has focus.

The selected point will be highlighted in red in themap screen, and its Down andOut distances from

the selected line will be displayed.

A perpendicular intersection point On the line will be calculated and previewed in green in themap

screen. Press theSave button to store this point.

Line Mode

Use this mode to draw a new line or figure, offset from the selected line.
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After selecting a line using any of the above SelectionModes, pick this mode and enter the Out dis-

tance and the offset direction (left or right looking down the line, or both sides).

The offset line will be calculated and previewed in green in themap screen. Press theSave button to

store this line. When a line is saved, points will be automatically stored at the start and end points,

radial points if applicable, and polyline vertex points if applicable.

Direction Point
Main Menu | Calculate | Direction Pt

Layout includes a powerful COGO function that allows you to compute new points. The toolbar allows

you to specify the solution type, point numbers, directions and distances. When you enter enough

information to compute a solution it will be draw visually on the screen. Pressing the Store Pnt button

will store the point that you just solved.

Input

You can type in the point ID, or select a point by tapping on themap screen.

The direction and distance fields support the direction and distance recall feature. To learnmore about

this, refer to these topics in the CalculatingWith Layout section.

If you aremeasuring distances with a Leica Disto, just double tap in the distance field and choose the

"Disto Observation" option.

Disto Distances

If you have a Leica Disto, you can send distances back to the distance edit fields. Simply double tap

the distance field and select "Disto Observation" which will then set Layout in a "waiting" mode. Take
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themeasurement with the Disto, press the Bluetooth icon on the Disto, and themeasured distance

will be accepted by Layout.

Calculator

You can open our calculator by double-tapping the Direction or Distance fields then pressing Cal-

culator on the Keypad screen.

Information

You can review the results of your calculation by pressing the "i" information button. For intersections

with multiple solutions, the results of both solutions will be displayed.

Solution Methods

Method: Traverse

The traversemethod allows you to define a direction and distance that you want to traverse. After you

solve your point and store it, it will become the new start point.

Method: Direction - Distance

This will compute two solutions based on the values you input. To store the solution, simply press the

Store Pnt button which will ask you what solution to use, in this case eitherA orB.
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Method: Direction - Direction

Use this to compute a new point by computing an intersection using directions. After you enter your

known values a solution will be displayed on the screen. To store the solution, simply press theStore

Pnt button.

Method: Distance - Distance

Use this to compute a new point by computing an intersection using distances. This will compute two

solutions based on the values you input. To store the solution, simply press theStore Pnt button

which will ask you what solution to use, in this case either A or B.
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Method: Interior Angle Traverse

Use this to compute a new point by turning an angle from another point. Enter the current (setup) and

previous (backsight) points, then the interior angle and the distance. Positive angles will be inter-

preted as angle right; if you want to turn an angle left, enter the angle as negative. To store the solu-

tion, simply press theStore Pnt button. After the point is stored, the points will automatically leapfrog

so you can continue traversing by just entering the next interior angle and distance.

COGOResults

Every calculation youmake is written to the file called CogoCalcs.txt located in your project folder.
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Triangle Calculator
Main Menu | Calculate | Triangle

The triangle calculator can be used to solve unknown sides or angle of a triangle given three know

components.

You first need to select aMethod for the triangle calculation. There are 5methods available to choose

from and you can decide what method to use based on your known triangle components.

l Side-Side-Side: Use this when you know the length of the three sides of a triangle.

l Angle-Side-Angle: Use this when you know two angles and the distance between them.

l Side-Angle-Angle: Use this when you know two angles and one side. The know sidemust

not lie in between the two known angles.

l Side-Angle-Side: Use this when two sides and the angle between them are known.

l Side-Side-Angle: Use this when two sides and one angle that is not between the known

sides are known. This method will produce two solutions.

After you choose the solutionmethod and enter the known components of the triangle, press the

View Results button to complete the calculation.
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Area Calculator
Main Menu | Calculate | Area

The area calculator is used to compute areas.

When defining the boundary area, you can select points, lines and arcs from themap, or type the

point numbers in manually. Lines and points from DXF files are also valid and can be selected using

the Define Area toolbar.

Defining an Area

Define Area Toolbar (Points)

Select Point

The define area toolbar is used to help you define an area. If the first button is set toSelect Point, the

toolbar is in "point selection" mode and will only accept points picked from themap or point numbers

that are typed in. This button acts as a toggle and will toggle between Select Point and Select Line.

Line

If you are defining a straight segment, then you should leave the Line button turned on. Simply select

two points from themap, or enter the point numbers manually.
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Rad Arc

Use this to define a curved segment where you know the start, radius, and end points. You need to

first pick the start of the arc, then press theRad Arc button to define the radius point. After doing so,

the program will automatically switch back to the Line segment type which at that time you should

select the end of the arc.

3 Pnt Arc

Use this to define a curved segment where you know three points on the arc. You need to first pick

the start of the arc, then press the 3 Pnt Arc button which will allow you to define twomore points on

the arc for a total of three points. The program will automatically switch back to the Line segment type

after the third point is selected.

Remove Previous

Use this to remove segments that were defined for the area boundary. This will remove the segments

one at a time starting with the last segment that was defined.

Define Area Toolbar (Line)

Select Line

The define area toolbar is used to help you define an area. If the first button is set toSelect Line, the

toolbar is in "line selection" mode and will only accept lines picked from themap. This button acts as

a toggle and will toggle between Select Point and Select Line.

Switch Direction

Since this routine accepts Layout figures as well as DXF entities, at times you need to switch the

direction of a DXF line so that it matches the direction that you are traversing around to define the

area boundary. As you select lines from themap you will see a redmarker appear at the end of the

line.

Remove Previous

Use this to remove segments that were defined for the area boundary. This will remove the segments

one at a time starting with the last segment that was defined.

Enclosed Area Calculation

To compute an area you need to press theDefine Area button to define the boundary that will outline

the area perimeter. It is important to note that you are not required to "close" the area by selecting the

original starting point.
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The greenmarker indicates the start of the area perimeter, where as the redmarker indicates the last

point on the perimeter. When ready to compute the area, simple press the exit button (red X) on the

Define Area toolbar.

Tape Layout

Main Menu | Calculate Menu | Tape Layout

The tape layout tool is used tomanually layout points with a simplemeasuring tape. Youmust have

two points that are common on the job site and in your layout project. From these known points you
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can then select the points you want to locate on the job site.

When you start the command you will see the tape layout screen. From here you specify the two

points that you will bemeasuring offsets from. Enter the points by typing the number, or double click-

ing the point field to bring up an options menu. Once you select the baseline points, a distance will be

displayed for information purposes.

After you define the tape baseline points, you can then select the point that you want to locate. Once

you select the layout point, the offsets to measure will be computed and displayed.

Map View

At any time you can press theMap View button to see a graphical representation of the baseline and

offset lines.
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Instrument Selection
Main Menu | Connect

Main Menu | Project | Settings | Instrument

The Instrument Selection screen allows you to choose the type of equipment you will be connecting

to Layout. An Instrument Profile can be created for each different instrument you will be working with,

to make changing between different hardware a breeze. Once you have setup a profile for each dif-

ferent instrument you will be using, switching between them is a simplematter of selecting the appro-

priate profile and pressingConnect.

For all future projects you create with Layout, when you create a new or open an existing project you

will see the Instrument Selection screen with the profiles you have already created. It will default to

the last Profile you used, so if you are using the same instrument just press Connect. If you are using

different equipment, just select the appropriate Instrument Type and Profile (or add a new profile if one

does not yet exist for it), then press Connect.

Total Station

When you select Total Stationmode, you will be able to Add, Delete, or Edit a profile to setup param-

eters for connecting to your conventional and robotic total stations, as well as laser devices. See the

Total Station Configuration topic for more details about configuration for your total station.

Your Total Station profiles are stored in the file ...\Sokkia\Layout\Programs\msurvey.ini so once you

have set up the total station profiles on one data collector, you can simply copy this file onto your

other data collectors to make the profiles available on them.
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For more information on connecting to your instrument please refer to the Conventional Total Station

and Robotic Total Station topics.

Total Station Demo

If you choose this you will have tomanually enter your shots. Manually entered shots are recorded in

the raw file and points are computed based on the values you enter. A profile is not needed for this

mode, just press Connect to begin using the Total Station Demomode.

None

Use this option if you're not connecting anything to Layout and also don't need tomanually enter any

shot information. With this mode, the instrument toolbar will not be displayed in themap screen.

Draw Plan
Main Menu | Plan

This tool allows you to quickly draw a plan such as a pad or a building footprint into your project, and

is typically used to recreate plans from a paper hard-copy. You can use this to either calculate new

points, or to connect existing points that are already in your project.

Youmust have at least one point in your project before you can start, to define the starting position for

your plan. If a point does not yet exist (for example if this is the first command you run in a new

project), you will be prompted to store a new point before you can proceed.

Line Mode

Use the Line draw mode to add straight line segments to your figure.
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Start Point

Specify the start point for the new segment.

For starting a new plan, this should be set to an existing point in your project, typically a corner that

you will begin drawing the plan from.

As you continue adding subsequent points/segments to your plan, you will see the Start Point field

automatically advance for you.

Distance

Specify the length of the line segment you wish to draw.

Direction

Specify the direction (Azimuth or Bearing) of the line segment you wish to draw. The easiest way to

do this is to use the right/left arrow buttons, which will increment/decrement the direction value by the

amount shown in the pulldown list below the arrows. You can select a common angle from the

choices in the list (90, 45, or 30 degrees), or you can type any value if you need to increment it by

some other amount.

Store

After you have defined the segment to add, press this to store the new point and line segment into

your project.

Store+

This does the same as the Store button, but you will see the Store/Edit Point screen. Use this to con-

firm or view the coordinates, or to specify a description.
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Point by Line Mode

This is the same as the Linemode, except that when you press Store or Store+ it will only store the

point, without drawing the line segment.

Arc Mode

Use the Arc draw mode to add arc segments to your figure.

Start Point

Specify the start point for the new segment.

For starting a new plan, this should be set to an existing point in your project, typically a corner that

you will begin drawing the plan from.

As you continue adding subsequent points/segments to your plan, you will see the Start Point field

automatically advance for you.

Direction

Specify the direction (Azimuth or Bearing) of the tangent in to the arc segment you wish to draw.

This will default to either the direction of the previous line segment or the tangent out of the previous

arc segment, so as long as your arc is tangential to the previous segment you will not need to change

this value.

Angle / Chord Length / Arc Length

Specify one of the three available methods to define your arc:
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l Angle: Enter the interior delta angle of the arc.

l Chord: Enter the chord length of the arc.

l Arc: Enter the arc length of the arc.

Radius

Specify the radius to define your arc.

Clockwise / Counter-Clockwise Arrows

Use the Right/Left arrow buttons to define whether the arc rotates clockwise or counter-clockwise.

Store

After you have defined the segment to add, press this to store the new end and radial points, and draw

the arc segment into your project.

Store+

This does the same as the Store button, but you will see the Store/Edit Point screen. Use this to con-

firm or view the coordinates, or to specify a description.

Point by Arc Mode

This is the same as the Arc mode, except that when you press Store or Store+ it will only store the

points, without drawing the arc segment.

Connect Points Mode

This mode lets you draw lines/arcs by connecting points that already exist in your project.
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Start Point

Specify the start point for the new segment.

For starting a new plan, this should be set to an existing point in your project, typically a corner that

you will begin drawing the plan from.

As you continue connecting subsequent points to your plan, you will see the Start Point field auto-

matically advance for you.

Line Type

Specify one of the five available methods to define your next figure segment:

l Straight: this will draw a straight line between the specified Start Point and End Point.

l Arc (CW): this will draw a clockwise arc between the specified Start Point and End Point, with

the specified Radial Point.

l Arc (CCW): this will draw a counter-clockwise arc between the specified Start Point and End

Point, with the specified Radial Point.

l Arc (3Pnt): this will draw an arc (clockwise or counter-clockwise) between the specified Start

Point and End Point, going through the specified intermediate Arc Point (any point directly on

the arc, does not need to be themidpoint).

l Spline: this will draw a curvey line between the specified Start Point and End Point.

Store / Store+

The Store and Store+ buttons are disabled for this mode, because new points are not being calculated

for your project. The line or arc segment will be automatically drawn into your project after you specify
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its parameters.

Undo

Press theUndo button to Undo the last segment you computed, removing both the point and/or the

line segment (as appropriate) from your project. You can undomultiple steps.

Note, there is no Redo function.

Close

Press theClose button to exit from the Draw Plan command, and you will be returned to themap

screen.

Setup

Setup Menu
Main Menu | Setup

These are commands built into Layout that will help youmeasure andmap your points. The desired

methodmust be selected before you begin ameasurement.

For a faster way to get to this screen, you can also press themeasuremode button which is located

on the instrument toolbar.
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Note:Several of thesemodes will not be available until you have setup an occupy point andmeas-

ured a backsight via the Occupy Point, or Resection commands.

Occupy Point

Use this to define an instrument setup. Please see the Occupy Point topic for more information.

Measure and Store

This mode allows you tomeasure a point. After themeasurement, it will allow you to review your

measurement data and allow you tomake changes to the point id and description before it is stored.

Please see the Sideshot topic for more information.

Reference Points

This will start themultiple point resection routine to allow you to determine your current instrument

position by measuring to known points. Please see the Resection topic for more information.

Reference Line

This will start the reference line routine. Please see the Reference Line topic for more information.

Check Point

Use this to display a check measurement to an existing point in your project. Please see the Check

Shot topic for more information.

Check Setup

Use this to compare your backsight to your previously measured values. Please see the Check Back-

sight topic for more information.
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Benchmark

Use this to check your current setup elevation, or compute a new one based on a known elevation.

Please see theMeasure Benchmark topic for more information.

Occupy Point

Occupy Point

Main Menu | Setup | Occupy Point

Use this command to specify the instrument location and orientation. You will be asked to specify the

point your instrument is occupying, an instrument height and if you will be assuming a backsight direc-

tion or sighting an exiting point. After you have established your setup and backsight, Layout will

graphically show you your setup points.

Occupied Point Location

Backsight Point Location

Backsight Method: Direction

With the backsight method set to Direction you will be able to specify the point you want to setup on

and specify a backsight direction.

When you go tomeasure you have the option of recording an angle and distance to the backsight, or

the option of just recording an angle. If a distance is measured to the backsight you will have the

option of storing a point for the backsight after you press themeasure button.
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Occupy Point

Type in an existing point number, or double tap in this field to open the keypad or to select a point from

themap. You will be able to create a new point, pick one from a list, or pick one from your drawing.

Instrument Height

Use this to enter your current instrument height.

Backsight Direction

Use this to specify the direction that will be used by Layout. You can enter an azimuth or a quadrant

bearing.

Target Height

Use this to enter your current target height.

Backsight Method: Point

Use this method to specify the points that will be used for the current instrument location and back-

sight.

Occupy Point

Type in an existing point number, or double tap in this field to open the keypad or to select a point from

themap. You will be able to create a new point, pick one from a list, or pick one from your drawing.

Instrument Height

Use this to enter your current instrument height.
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Backsight Point

Type in an existing point number, or double tap in this field to open the keypad or to select a point from

themap. You will be able to create a new point, pick one from a list, or pick one from your drawing.

Backsight Direction & Distance

When you enter in your points Layout will display the inversed horizontal distance and direction

between the points you entered.

Target Height

Use this to enter your current target height.

Measuring to the Backsight

Once you've established the backsight method, entered your points and instrument height you can

move on to the next step by pressing theObserve Backsight button. You will be taken back to the

map view where you will see the graphical position of your setup and backsight points. There are a

few things you should take note of:

1. You can always tell what mode you're in by the "mode" text that appears near the top of your

drawing. Since you're using the occupy point command you will see "Observe Backsight" near

the top of themap area.

2. You have twomeasuremodes available to you on the instrument toolbar. You canmeasure an

angle and distance to the backsight, or measure only your current plate reading without meas-

uring a distance. The two options are described inmore detail in the Backsight MeasureMode

topic.

3. You can cancel the setup by pressing themeasuremode button and choosing "Cancel Back-

sight"

4. While in the backsight mode, you can use any of the controls from the information and display

toolbar.

5. You can set the height of target by using the HT button on the instrument toolbar.

6. When you're ready tomeasure to the backsight, press theMeasure button on the instrument

toolbar.

Backsight Summary

After you have taken your measurement you will see a summary of your shot. From this screen you

can choose to accept the shot or re-shoot it. You can also specify if you want the plate reading set to

zero or a specific azimuth (if this is supported on your instrument). For more information see the Back-

sight Summary topic.
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Backsight Measure Modes

Instrument Toolbar | Measurement Modes Button

When shooting to your backsight you have two options available and they can be accessed from the

instrument toolbar using themeasuremode button. Themeasuremodes available are described as

follows:

Angle and Distance

Specifying this will require you tomeasure a distance to the backsight either to a prism or reflec-

torlessly. It will also record the current plate reading on the instrument. Both themeasure distance

and plate reading will be used as the backsight reading in the raw file.

Angle Only

Specifying this will not require you tomeasure a distance to the backsight. All that will be recorded is

the current plate reading on the instrument and this reading will be used as the backsight reading in

the raw file.

Cancel Backsight

Use this to cancel your current backsight and occupy point command.

Backsight Summary

After you have taken your measurement you will see a summary of your shot. From this screen you

can choose to accept the shot or re-shoot it. You can also specify if you want the plate reading set to

zero or a specific azimuth.
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Backsight Observations and Errors

If you specified the point backsight method you will see a comparison between what youmeasured

and the theoretical inverse. If you used themeasure angle only mode, or defined a backsight direction

you will not see a comparison as there isn't enough information available to compute the inverse.

Plate Setting

If your instrument supports uploading of angles, the Set To Direction and Set To Zero options will be

available to you. If it doesn't support this then these options will be grayed out. These functions can

be used to help you set your backsight plate angles on your instrument.

Do Not Modify

With this option selected, the plate reading on the instrument will not bemodified by Layout. You will

see the current plate reading displayed beside the pull-down list.

Set To Direction

If your instrument supports uploading of angles, the Set To Direction option will be available to you. If

it doesn't support this it will be grayed out. Beside the pull-down list you will see the direction field

which will contain a value based on two factors:

1. If you specified a points for the occupy and backsight points, you will see the computed

(inversed) direction.

2. If you specified a setup point and a direction to the backsight, you will see the direction

that you previously entered.
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When you press the Accept button, Layout will upload the angle to your instrument and set it as the

current plate reading. When you Accept the setup, this value will be used as the backsight plate read-

ing in the raw file.

Set To Zero

If your instrument supports uploading of angles, the Set To Zero option will be available to you. If it

doesn't support this it will be grayed out. You will see a direction value of zero displayed beside the

pull-down list.

When you press the Accept button, Layout will upload and set your circle plate reading to zero. When

you Accept the setup, this value will be used as the backsight plate reading in the raw file.

Finishing the Setup Routine

Accept

Once you've reviewed your backsight information you can complete it by pressing theAccept button.

This will write a record to the raw file and exit the setup routine.

If you specified the direction backsight method you will be prompted to "Store the point observed at

the backsight?" Press Yes to store a point for the backsight, orNo to complete the setup without cre-

ating a new point at the backsight.

Observe Again

If you're not satisfied with the results or made amistake you can re-shoot the backsight by using this

button. Doing so will take you back to themain display where you can take another shot on the back-

sight.

Occupy Point Raw Records

When you accept your occupy point, points will be stored in the database for the setup and backsight

if applicable. Also, the following records will be written to the raw file:

SP,PN2,N 918.0848,E 1057.3576,EL0.0000,--
--Orientation
LS,HI5.000,HR5.000
OC,OP1,N 1000.0000,E 1000.0000,EL0.0000,--
BK,OP1,BP2,BS145.00000,BC0.00000
BR,OP1,BP2,AR145.00000,ZE90.00000,SD100.00000
-- Orientation Notes (several comment lines)

Reference Point (Resection)
Main Menu | Setup | Reference Points
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Layout has amulti-point resection routine that can be used to compute a point for a setup. It will use a

least squares solution to determine the coordinates from themeasurements youmake to your points.

l As aminimum you need to have two points to resect to.

l You can shoot the resection point in the direct or reverse face.

l You can takemultiple shots to the same resection point.

l There is no limit to the amount of points you can resect to.

l When you store your resection point, an occupy record will be created for you automatically.

Specify the Resection Reference Points

First Shot

When you start the command you will see the reference point toolbar. Specify your instrument height

and select a reference point to measure. After you select a point, you can press themeasure button to

record a

Second Shot

To record the second shot, simply select it from themap screen, then press themeasure button. A

minimum of two points are needed to compute a position for the instrument, but you can shoot more

points if needed to increase the accuracy of the instrument position. The estimated accuracy of the

instrument location will be displayed for you on the toolbar. If the estimated error is within your tol-

erances you can store the point.
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Third or More Shots

If you havemore points to reference to you can continuemeasuring them using the same process as

you did when you shot the second point. As you recordmore points you should notice that the stand-

ard deviations for the northing and easting will begin to get smaller.

Error (Standard Deviation)

This is the computed precision for the resection point. Small errors indicate that themeasured data

"fits" very well with the geometry defined by the known points.

Large errors can indicate that badmeasurements were recorded, either due to careless measurement

practices such as not holding the prism pole straight or not carefully sighting the prism. Large errors

can also happen if the geometry defined by the known points, is not "in the same place" as it was

when the points were previously measured.

Horizontal and Vertical Filters

You can determine how a shot to a reference point should be used to compute the resection point. By

default each observation youmake will be used to compute both the vertical and horizontal position

for the resection solution. You can control what is used by tapping on any of the green "check marks"

which will change them to a do not use state.

You can enter this screen by pressing the Information button on the top right corner of the reference

point toolbar. When you do, you will see a detailed summary of themeasurements.
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Use H Use V Result

a a The shot can be used to compute both the horizontal and vertical posi-

tion.

a r The shot can be used to compute only the horizontal position.

r a The shot can be used to compute only the vertical position.

r r The shot is to be ignored in the computation.

HA Error

The horizontal angle error is computed as follows. Using the computed resection point and themeas-

ured horizontal angle, a theoretical direction is computed to the reference point. This direction is then

compared to the directionmeasured (plate reading) and the difference is noted in the HA Err column.

HD Error

The horizontal distance error is computed as follows. An inverse is made between the resection point

and the reference point. This inversed distance is then compared to themeasured distance and the dif-

ference is noted in the HD Err column.

VD Error

The vertical distance error is computed as follows. Using the resection elevation, and the observation

to the reference point, a new elevation is computed for the reference point. This computed elevation is

then compared to the reference point's original elevation and the difference is noted in the VD column.
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Resection Modes

At any time during the collection of your observations you can choose to shoot an angle & distance

or angles onlymeasurement. You can control this by pressing themeasurement mode button on the

instrument toolbar after you have started your resection.

Store the Resection Point

When you're satisfied with the resection point you can store its new position by pressing theStore

Pnt button. This will then display the store / edit screen.

Finally you will see a backsight setup screen.

The backsight point that will be stored will be based on which point you set at the backsight point dur-

ing the initial resectionmeasurements. As described above, the backsight point is denoted by placing

the backsight icon next to it in the reference point list. You do not need to take another measurement

to the backsight as it has your original measurement youmade. At this point you can do the following:

l Confirm the instrument and target heights.

l Decide if you want to set the plate reading on the instrument to zero or an azimuth.

l Decide if you would like to sight it again and take another measurement.

If you're satisfied with the backsight, you can store it by pressing theAccept button. If you're setting

a plate reading on the instrument, you need tomake sure it is pointing at the backsight point prior to

pressing the Accept button. For example, if you want to set zero on the backsight point, you need to

make sure that the instrument is pointing at the backsight point.
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Raw File Record

After your store you point, several records will be written to the raw file.

--Resection
SP,PN5000,N 1009.1534,E 1000.0000,EL100.3244,--
SP,PN6034,N 1006.1995,E 1002.8319,EL99.7321,--FS
SP,PN6035,N 1001.4706,E 1004.8775,EL99.7361,--FS
RS,PN5000,CR359.59590,ZE87.49010,SD9.1600
RS,PN6034,CR24.33000,ZE92.03450,SD6.8280
RS,PN6035,CR73.13080,ZE92.43050,SD5.1010
SP,PN6036,N 999.9998,E 999.9998,EL100.0011,--
OC,OP6036,N 999.9998,E 999.9998,EL100.0011,--
SP,PN5000,N 1009.1534,E 1000.0000,EL100.3244,--
BK,OP6036,BP5000,BS0.00039,BC0.00000
--Occupy Check
-- Observed Values: HA 0°00'00.0" VA 87°49'22.0" SD 9.160m HD 9.153m
-- Distance Calculated: 9.154m
-- Distance Error: -0.000m
-- BS Elevation: 100.324m
-- BS Elevation Error: 0.001m

Observe Benchmark
Main Menu | Setup | Benchmark

Use this to check your current setup elevation or use it to establish an elevation for your setup. When

you start the command you will be taken to themain interface and you will note that themeasure

mode will be set toBenchmark. If you need to cancel the operation you can do it by pressing the

measuremode button and choose theCancel Benchmark button.

When you're ready to record the shot press theMeasure button on the instrument toolbar. You will

then see the benchmark shot screen.
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Calculating an Elevation

Benchmark Method: Elevation

Use this option if you want to manually enter the know elevation for the point you're basing your shot

on. The elevation you enter will be used to calculate the elevation of the current setup. The difference

in the current and calculated elevations will be displayed towards the bottom of the screen. You can

enter in your know elevation in theBM Elevation field.

Benchmark Method: Point

Use this option if you want to base the calculated elevation on an existing point in your project. The

elevation of the point you choose will be used to calculate the elevation of the current setup. The dif-

ference in the current and calculated elevations will be displayed towards the bottom of the screen.

You can choose your point by using the point chooser button.

HI

This is where you would enter your height of instrument. Note this value will be used to compute the

new instrument elevation.

HT

This is where you would enter your height of target. Note this value will be used to compute the new

instrument elevation.

Set Elevation

Pressing this button will update your current setup elevation with the one calculated by the Bench-

mark Shot routine. You will be asked to confirm that you want to update the elevation. Two records
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will be written to the raw file, a remote elevation (RE) and a store point (SP) record.

RE,OP1,FE0.000,ZE90.00000,SD10.0000,--Remote elev
SP,PN1,N 5001.0000,E 4978.0000,EL0.0240,--

Cancel

This will exit the routine and not save any changes.

Check Backsight
Main Menu | Setup | Check Setup

Use this to check your backsight. Layout will compare your newly measured value to the one that

was stored for your current setup. You will be able to review difference and optionally update your cur-

rent setup with the new shot to the backsight.

When you start the command you will be taken back to themap screen and themeasuremode will be

set toCheck BS. You have twomeasuremodes available when taking a check shot to your back-

sight. Please see the Backsight MeasureMode topic for more information.

Check Backsight Summary

When you're ready to record the shot press theMeasure button on the instrument toolbar. You will be

presented with a screen that compares your measured values to the ones that were stored for the cur-

rent backsight.
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Update Backsight

Pressing this will create a record in the raw file updating your setup and backsight record with the shot

information from your check shot. Several notes will also be written to the raw file summarizing your

shot. When you choose to update the backsight, a new OC and BK record is saved as well as the

shot information. You will also see the word (Updated) which indicates that the user selected the

Update button.

OC,OP5,N 763.8748,E 1000.0000,EL0.0000,--
SP,PN1,N 1000.0000,E 1000.0000,EL100.0000,--start
BK,OP5,BP1,BS0.00000,BC0.00000
LS,HI0.000,HR5.000
--Backsight Check (Updated)
-- Observed Values: HA 0°00'00.0" VA 90°00'00.0" SD 163.12'
-- Backsight Setup: 0°00'00"
-- Backsight Measured: 0°00'00"
-- Backsight Error: 0°00'00"
-- Distance Calculated: 236.13'
-- Distance Measured: 163.12'
-- Distance Error: 73.01'

Close

Pressing this will exit the function and write several notes to the raw file summarizing your check

shot.

--Backsight Check (Not Updated)
-- Observed Values: HA 0°00'00.0" VA 90°00'00.0" SD 236.10'
-- Backsight Setup: 0°00'00"
-- Backsight Measured: 0°00'00"
-- Backsight Error: 0°00'00"
-- Distance Calculated: 236.13'
-- Distance Measured: 236.10'
-- Distance Error: 0.03'

Check Point
Main Menu | Setup | Check Point

Use this to measure a check shot to an existing point. When you start the command you will see the

point chooser appear where you can create a new point or pick an existing one from a list or from the

screen. After you choose your point you will be ready tomeasure. You will note themeasuremode

will be set toCheck Pnt and if you need to cancel the operation you can do it by pressing themeas-

uremode button and choose to cancel it.
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Check Shot Summary

When you're ready to record the shot press theMeasure button on the instrument toolbar. You will be

presented with a screen that compares your measured values to the ones that were computed for the

check shot point.

The deltas that are displayed are computed by subtracting the shot coordinates from the known coor-

dinates. In other works if you add the deltas to the shot point coordinates you will end up at the known

point.

Store Point

Pressing this will exit the function and write several notes to the raw file summarizing your check

shot, and allow you to store the shot using the Store/Edit Point screen.

--Check Point
-- Check Point ID: 110
-- Check Point dNorthing: -4.59'
-- Check Point dEasting: -1.82'
-- Check Point dElevation: -4.96'
-- Check Point dHorizontal: 4.94'
-- Observed Values: HA 45°00'00.0" VA 90°00'00.0" SD 23.00' HR 5.00'
-- Observed Point Northing: 5016.26'
-- Observed Point Easting: 5016.26'
-- Observed Point Elevation: 95.00'

Close

This will exit the check shot function and not write anything to the raw file or storing a new point.
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Measure and Store
Main Menu | Setup | Measure and Store

If you like reviewing your shots prior to being stored in the database and raw file, then this is themode

you should use. When you press themeasure button on the instrument toolbar, after the shot is meas-

ured you will see the store point screen prior to storing the point.

When you set this mode you will see the wordMeasure and Store on themeasurement mode button.

When you take a shot using themeasure button you will see the Store/Edit Point screen.

You can also confirm or change the Target Height used for this shot.

After reviewing the information you have three choices tomake.

Store Pnt

Press this to store the coordinate in the database and create a sideshot record (SS) in the raw file.

SS,OP350,FP3,AR0.00000,ZE94.50090,SD13.2700,--<No Desc>

Cancel

Press this to cancel the shot and not store anything.

Note: Formore information on the other buttons found on this screen please read the Store / Edit

Points topic.

Reference Line
Main Menu | Setup | Reference Line
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The reference line routine is designed to help you get setup and running as quickly as possible. It is

very common for surveyors to setup a job site for a contractor such that two points have been located

along the projection of a wall. The offsets from these points to the wall corners are usually marked on

the stake, or given to the contractor. Using the two known points, the reference line routine will allow

you to shoot the points with a total station after which Layout will automatically compute the building

corners, and instrument location.

You can then use these points for layout, or other tasks such as entering a plan, or inserting a tem-

plate. In our example we are going to assume that the points A and B have been located by a surveyor

on the job site for us. After measuring points A and B, Layout will compute points A, A1, B, B2 and C

for us.
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Start Command and Enter Known Information

When you start the command you will see the reference line screen. On this screen we start entering

the known information, such as the wall length and direction, instrument height and offsets from the

known points.
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Observe Stake

After you enter the known information, it is time tomeasure the stake position with your total station.

Press the Observe Stake button tomeasure the position of the stakes. After youmeasure the posi-

tions, the error in the last offset will be displayed to you on the reference line screen.

Map View

You can preview your solution prior to storing the points. This is a good way of visually confirming the

solution before points are added to your project.
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Complete Setup

When you are satisfied with the results you can complete the setup by selecting the Complete Setup

button. When you do this several assumptions aremade for you and are described as follows:

o The first point youmeasure to will be assigned a coordinate of 5000.0, 5000.0 and an elevation

of 100.0. This point becomes the start of the reference line.
o The second point you shoot is used to compute a position for the instrument in relation to the

baseline. Now that two points have beenmeasured, themeasured distance is compared to the

theoretical distance. The error is then displayed on the reference line screen.
o Using the direction and distances specified for the wall length and offsets, points are com-

puted for the building corners.
o The last point on the reference line which is the secondmeasured point will be computed using

themeasured distance, not the theoretical distance.
o The first point you shoot will become the backsight for the setup.

Edit

Edit Menu
Main Menu | Edit Menu

This menu allows you to organize, manipulate and view the different data types that may be asso-

ciated with your Layout projects.
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Points

Use this to open the points database. From here you will find numerous tools that can be used to edit

your points. Please see the Coordinate Database topic for more information.

Layers

Use this to import DXF, LandXML, and georeferenced raster image files into your project, and to con-

trol the visibility of database layers and any files that youmay have associated with your project.

Please see theMapData Layers topic for more information.

Cutsheet

Use this to open the Cutsheet Reports screen. Please see the Cutsheet Reports topic for more infor-

mation.

Template Export

Export template files to import line work into other projects.

Template Import

Import templates that were created using the export template command.

Coordinate Database
Main Menu | Edit | Points

The coordinate database dialog is used to edit andmanipulate your coordinates in your project data-

base. The list will display all coordinates currently stored in the database and the data can be sorted

by pressing the column headers.
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Point ID (Survey Role) Icons

The instrument icon indicates your current occupied point.

The rod icon indicates your current backsight point.

The stake icon indicates points that are to be staked.

The checked stake icon indicates points that have been staked out.

The hub icon indicates control points, they can not be edited under any circumstances.

The user icon indicates user entered points, the coordinate can be edited.

The ruler icon indicates measured points, the coordinate can not be edited.

The 123 icon indicates calculated points, the coordinate can not be edited.

Note:
To edit the coordinate of ameasured or calculated point, youmust first change its sur-

vey role to user entered.

Next/Previous

Use the green arrow buttons to display the next or previous button sets, for more options.

Edit

Use this to edit the coordinates of a point that is highlighted in the list using the Store/Edit Points tool.

Delete

Use this to delete the current point or selection in the list. Note: There is no undelete point option in

Layout. If you delete points from the coordinate database they can not be restored.
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Add

Use this to open the Store Point screen tomanually enter a new point.

Find

Use this to select multiple points, based on a single point ID, a point ID range, a point coordinate

range, or point descriptions.

Statistics

Use this to display statistics of the coordinate database, including the total number of points, bound-

ingminimum andmaximum coordinate values, and point ID's in use, and point ID's not in use.

Map View

Use this to display the currently highlighted points on the screen.

Store / Edit Points
Main Menu | Edit | Points | Add

This is amulti use function that is used by many parts of the program. Essentially any time a point

needs to be stored or edited, it will done via the store point screen. Depending on what it is you're

doing, certain parts of the dialog will be disabled or not editable. Following is an explanation of what

you should expect.

Measured or Calculated Points

Points measured with a total station, GPS, or computed via any of our commands will automatically

have it's Survey Role set tomeasured. When these types of points are edited, only the description

can be changed; the point id and coordinate values will be non editable. The reason we do this is so

the coordinates don't accidentally get altered. You can check a point's survey role by pressing the

Advanced button. You can override this by changing the survey role type to "null".

Certain commands in Layout are allowed to ignore themeasured survey role, such as the over write

option that is triggered when you try to store a point using a point id that already exists in the project.

Manually Entered or Imported Points

Point that have beenmanually entered or imported from an ASCII file for example, will have a Survey

Role set to null. Points that have a Survey Role set to null can be edited except for the point id.
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Point ID

Enter in the point number you would like to assign to the point. Note that by default it will display the

next available point number. If you're editing an existing point, this field will not be editable.

Description

This is where you enter a description for your point. This field is associated with your Automap library

so as soon as you start typing in descriptions, a list appears displaying descriptions that match what

you've entered. Simply press yourEnter Key to accept your entry. You can also have Layout notify

you when the description you've entered isn't in your Automap library. To do this you need tomake

sure you have the "Prompt New Descriptions" toggle turned on in the Options menu.

List Button

Press this to open the Automap Library screen. You will be able to choose the description that will be

assigned to the point.

Northing, Easting, Elevation

Input your coordinate values in these fields.

Note Button

Press this to enter a note or record an audio note for the point. See the Notes topic for more infor-

mation.

Prism Height

When storing a point measured by a total station, you can set the Prism Height.
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Map Data Layers Manager
Main Menu | Edit | Layers

Use this to load, unload, and control the visibility of DXF files, LandXML files, and JPG or TIFF raster

image files that are associated with your project, and to control the visibility of your database layers.

User Data

Layout uses the layer names specified in the Automap library to control the visibility of points and fig-

ures by their description.
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You can control the visibility of the entire database (both points and figures) by checking or uncheck-

ing the Database option under the User Data section of the tree. If the box is checked, then the data-

base is turned on and all of its layers will be visible; if unchecked, then the file and all of its layers is

turned off and it will not be visible. If the box has another smaller square inside it, this means that

some of its layers are turned on and other layers are turned off.

You can control the visibility of individual layers by expanding Database option under the User Data

section of the tree, and checking or unchecking the box beside the name of the layer. If the box is

checked, then the layer is turned on and entities on that layer will be visible; if unchecked, then the

layer is turned off and entities on it will not be visible.

When you close the project, the layer status will be saved so that the next time the project is opened,

the layer visibility will automatically be set the same as you had left it, so layers that were turned off

will remain turned off the next time the project is opened up.

DXF Files

You can loadmultiple DXF files into your Layout project, and control the visibility of each of their lay-

ers independently from the others.

You can control the visibility of the entire DXF file by checking or unchecking the box beside the

name of the DXF file, under the DXF Files section of the tree. If the box is checked, then the file is

turned on and all of its layers will be visible; if unchecked, then the file and all of its layers is turned off

and it will not be visible. If the box has another smaller square inside it, this means that some of its lay-

ers are turned on and other layers are turned off.

You can control the visibility of individual layers by expanding the name of the DXF file under the DXF

Files section of the tree, and checking or unchecking the box beside the name of the layer. If the box
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is checked, then the layer is turned on and entities on that layer will be visible; if unchecked, then the

layer is turned off and entities on it will not be visible.

When you close the project, the layer status will be saved so that the next time the project is opened,

the layer visibility will automatically be set the same as you had left it, so files that were turned off will

remain turned off the next time the project is opened up.

Add File

Press the Add File button to select a DXF file that you want to load into your project. You will be able

to browse to and select any DXF file. Please see the Import DXF File topic for more information.

Remove File

Highlight the DXF file that you want to remove from your project, then press the Remove File button.

If a file is not highlighted, you will be reminded that a file must first be selected from the tree. This will

turn off all layers from the selected file in your Layout project and disassociate the DXF file. It does

not delete the DXF file.

File Settings

Highlight the DXF file that you wish to change the settings for, then press the File Settings button.

You can enable or disable the display of text in the selected file. If your DXF file contains text, turning

this off will improve performance of Layout. Pressing the OK or Cancel buttons will return you to the

Layer Manager screen.
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LandXML Files

You can load one LandXML file into your Layout project at a time, and control the visibility of its layers

(points, chains, alignments, and parcels).

You can control the visibility of the entire XML file by checking or unchecking the name of the XML

file, under the LXML Files section of the tree. If the box is checked, then the file is turned on and all of

its contents will be visible; if unchecked, then the file and all of its layers is turned off and it will not be

visible. If the box has another smaller square inside it, this means that some of its layers are turned

on and other layers are turned off.

You can control the visibility of individual layers by expanding the name of the XML file under the

LXML Files section of the tree, and checking or unchecking the box beside the name of the layer. If

the box is checked, then the layer is turned on and entities on that layer will be visible; if unchecked,

then the layer is turned off and entities on it will not be visible.

When you close the project, the layer status will be saved so that the next time the project is opened,

the layer visibility will automatically be set the same as you had left it, so layers that were turned off

will remain turned off the next time the project is opened up.

Add File

Press the Add File button to select a LandXML file that you want to load into your project. You will be

able to browse to and select any XML file. Please see the Import LandXML File topic for more infor-

mation. Note, youmust first unload the currently loaded XML file before loading a different one.
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Remove File

Highlight the XML file that you want to remove from your project, then press the Remove File button.

If a file is not highlighted, you will be reminded that a file must first be selected from the tree. This will

turn off all components of the selected file in your Layout project and disassociate the XML file. It

does not delete the XML file.

File Settings

The File Settings button does not apply to LandXML files.

Image Files

You can loadmultiple georeferenced JPG or TIFF images into your Layout project, and control the vis-

ibility of each of them independently from the others.

You can control the visibility of your images by checking or unchecking the box beside the name of

the image file, under the Image Files section of the tree. If the box is checked, then the image is

turned on and it will be visible; if unchecked, then the image is turned off and it will not be visible.

When you close the project, the visibility and opacity status of each image file will be saved so that

the next time the project is opened, the image visibility will automatically be set the same as you had

left it.

Add File

Press the Add File button to select an image (or DXF) file to load into your project. You will be able to

browse to and select any JPG or TIF file. JPG files must have a corresponding JGW world file, and

TIF files must have a corresponding TFW world file; these world files contain the georeferenced posi-
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tioning information. The world file must have the same file name as the image file (just with the appro-

priate extension), and it will be automatically used to position the image.

Remove File

Highlight the image (or DXF) file you want to remove from your project, then press the Remove File

button. If a file is not highlighted, you will be reminded that a file must first be selected from the tree.

This will turn off the selected image in your Layout project and disassociate the image file.

File Settings

Highlight the image file you want to view or change the display settings for, then press the File Set-

tings button. You will see the file's name, size, and position information. You can also adjust the opac-

ity of the image. The default value of 100 will cause the image to be displayed normally, and reducing

this value will make it appear fainter on the screen. This is useful if the image file being displayed

makes your other Layout data too hard to see over top of the image. Pressing the Close button will

return you to the Layer Manager screen.

Cutsheet Reports
Main Interface | Layout | Cutsheet

Layout includes a cut sheet generator. When you layout points, cut sheet records are recorded in the

raw file.
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The different cut sheet formats will be described below. To create a cut sheet, select the desired cut

sheet format, then press theCreate Report button, then choose the folder and filename for it. You

can give it any extension (one will not be automatically added) but we recommend using either .CSV

or .TXT. The extension you provide will not affect the contents of the file in any way.

If you've already created a cut sheet and want to open it to review it, press theOpen Report button.

Layout automatically creates a (.CSV) comma separated value file for each cut sheet format you

create. This file can be read into Excel, which will allow you to format it and print it. The records

stored during staking follow the RW5 format so cut sheet records can be created using software pack-

ages that support this format.

Point Layout Format

If you've laid out points using the Layout Point command you will be able to create a layout point cut

sheet report.
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Template Export
Main Menu | Edit Menu | Template Export

You can export and save line work (figures) and points to a file that can then be inserted into different

projects. An example of how this feature can be used is when you have a building that is common to

several projects. Instead of computing a new building in each project, you can do it just once, save it

to a file, then insert it into your other projects.

When you start the command you will see the template export toolbar.

There are four options available for selecting the line work and points.

Window All

This option lets you window the objects. All points and line work contained within the selection win-

dow will be accepted.

Window Points

This option lets you window objects, but only coordinate points will be selected all line work is

ignored.

Single All

Use this option tomanually select objects in themap view to export. You can select points or lines /

arcs. If you select a line, the points that define the line will be exported as well.

Single Points

Use this option to select point one by one in themap screen.
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Save Template

When you're done selecting your objects, you can save them to a file by pressing the Save button.

Choose a location for your template, give the file a descriptive name and save it. Template files have

a ".tpl" extension.

Import Template

You can then import the template into any project by using the Template Import command.

Template Import
Main Menu | Edit Menu | Template Import

If you have a template file saved you can import it back into your project. When you start the com-

mand you will see the file browse dialog that allows you to find and open the template file. After which

you will see the template import toolbar. If you need to create a template file, refer to the Template

Export topic.

Select Insertion Point

After you select the template you can select the insertion point in themap screen, and also define a

rotation for the template. A preview of the template will be displayed in themap screen in green, press

Next to continue.

Select Origin Point

After you specify the insertion point, you can then choose the origin point. Select points (green dots)

on the template preview to define a new origin position.
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Insert Template

Once you are satisfied with the location and rotation of the template, you can save it into the current

project by pressing the Insert button. New points and line work will be added to the project for you

automatically.

About Layout
Main Menu | Sokkia Icon (in top-left corner)
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Use this to display information about the Layout version you have installed or view what modules you

have registered.

You will also see your Machine ID and a series of fields where you can input the Key Code you

received from Sokkia.

You will see an area that will show you the status of your license, including any modules that you cur-

rently have licensed. If you want to use Layout in demomode, press theRun Demo Mode button.

Please refer to the Registration & DemoMode topic for further information.
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TOTAL STATION REFERENCE
Conventional Total Station
When connecting to a conventional total station there are a few things you need to confirm before con-

necting to Layout.

You need to know what the communication parameters are set to on the instrument. Please take the

time to find what the following settings are set to on the instrument: Baud Rate, Data Bits, Stop Bits

and Parity.

Because of all the different instruments available, we can not provide help on retrieving these settings

from your instrument. Please refer to your owner's manual or contact technical support from your

equipment manufacturer.

Total Station Profile

Once you know the settings, you can connect Layout to the instrument. If you just installed Layout

you can start the program and follow the prompts until you get to the Instrument Selection screen.

From there, select Total Station as the Instrument Type, and then press theAdd button to create a

new Instrument Profile. Name the profile for your instrument, and then press theEdit button to

access the Total Station Configuration screen to configure your profile. From there choose theModel

and Communication button to configure Layout.

You can also access this screen by going to theMain Menu | Settings | Instrument Selection and

choose total station.

Select Make and Model

Layout uses a smart driver that will poll the instrument to see what commands it supports. Because

of this you will see that in theModel section we don't list every instrument built by themanufacturer. If

you're unsure of what make andmodel to choose visit our website and use the online helpdesk sup-

port center to do a search for your instrument.

Communication Settings

Confirm the settings so they match the settings from your instrument. If you don't know what the set-

tings on the instrument are, you can always try theDefault Comm Settings button.

Other Settings

On the Total Station Configuration screen, you can review the other options to set some additional

parameters for your instrument.

http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
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Connect to Instrument

If you're not connected to the instrument you will see a status of "Not Connected" displayed above

the Connect to Instrument button. When you're ready to connect make sure you have done the fol-

lowing:

1. Powered on the instrument

2. Leveled the instrument

3. Compensated the instrument.

4. Connected the data cable from the instrument to your data collector.

Once you have done all four steps, you can press theConnect to Instrument button. If you see a

status of "Connected" displayed above the Connect to Instrument button then you have successfully

connected.

Getting Started

To start takingmeasurement you need to exit out the Total Station Configuration screen by pressing

close button. Depending on the instrument you connected to you will have different options available.

Please review the Instrument Toolbar topic for more information.

Tip: You can use the enter key on your device to take ameasurement. For example, if your meas-

urement mode is set to Sideshot and you press the enter key, your instrument will take ameas-

urement.

Robotic Total Station
When connecting to a robotic total station there are a few things you need to confirm before con-

necting to Layout.

You need to know what the communication parameters are set to on the instrument. Please take the

time to find what the following settings are set to on the instrument: Baud Rate, Data Bits, Stop Bits

and Parity.

Because of all the different instruments available, we can not provide help on retrieving these settings

from your instrument. Please refer to your owner's manual or contact technical support from your

equipment manufacturer.

Create Total Station Profile

Once you know the settings, you can connect Layout to the instrument. If you just installed Layout

you can start the program and follow the prompts until you get to the Instrument Selection screen.

From there, select Total Station as the Instrument Type, and then press theAdd button to create a
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new Instrument Profile. Name the profile for your instrument, and then press theEdit button to

access the Total Station Configuration screen to configure your profile. From there choose theModel

and Communication button to configure Layout.

You can also access this screen by going to theMain Menu | Settings | Instrument Selection and

choose total station.

Select Make and Model

Layout uses a smart driver that will poll the instrument to see what commands it supports. Because

of this you will see that in theModel section we don't list every instrument built by themanufacturer. If

you're unsure of what model andmake to choose visit our website and use the online helpdesk sup-

port center to do a search for your instrument.

Communication Settings

Confirm the settings so they match the settings from your instrument. If you don't know what the set-

tings on the instrument are, you can always try theDefault Comm Settings button.

Other Settings

On the Total Station Configuration screen, you can review the other options to set some additional

parameters for your instrument.

Connect to Instrument

If you're not connected to the instrument you will see a status of "Not Connected" displayed above

the Connect to Instrument button. When you're ready to connect make sure you have done the fol-

lowing:

1. Powered on the instrument and radios

2. Leveled the instrument

3. Compensated the instrument.

4. Connected the data cable from the instrument to one radio, and your data collector to the other

radio.

Once you have done all four steps, you can press theConnect to Instrument button. If you see a

status of "Connected" displayed above the Connect to Instrument button then you have successfully

connected.

Getting Started

To start takingmeasurement you need to exit out the Total Station Configuration screen by pressing

the Connect button. Depending on the instrument you connected to you will have different options

available. Please review the Robotic Instrument Toolbar topic for more information.

http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
http://www.microsurvey.com/helpdesk
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Instrument Selection
Main Menu | Connect

Main Menu | Project | Settings | Instrument

The Instrument Selection screen allows you to choose the type of equipment you will be connecting

to Layout. An Instrument Profile can be created for each different instrument you will be working with,

to make changing between different hardware a breeze. Once you have setup a profile for each dif-

ferent instrument you will be using, switching between them is a simplematter of selecting the appro-

priate profile and pressingConnect.

For all future projects you create with Layout, when you create a new or open an existing project you

will see the Instrument Selection screen with the profiles you have already created. It will default to

the last Profile you used, so if you are using the same instrument just press Connect. If you are using

different equipment, just select the appropriate Instrument Type and Profile (or add a new profile if one

does not yet exist for it), then press Connect.

Total Station

When you select Total Stationmode, you will be able to Add, Delete, or Edit a profile to setup param-

eters for connecting to your conventional and robotic total stations, as well as laser devices. See the

Total Station Configuration topic for more details about configuration for your total station.

Your Total Station profiles are stored in the file ...\Sokkia\Layout\Programs\msurvey.ini so once you

have set up the total station profiles on one data collector, you can simply copy this file onto your

other data collectors to make the profiles available on them.
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For more information on connecting to your instrument please refer to the Conventional Total Station

and Robotic Total Station topics.

Total Station Demo

If you choose this you will have tomanually enter your shots. Manually entered shots are recorded in

the raw file and points are computed based on the values you enter. A profile is not needed for this

mode, just press Connect to begin using the Total Station Demomode.

None

Use this option if you're not connecting anything to Layout and also don't need tomanually enter any

shot information. With this mode, the instrument toolbar will not be displayed in themap screen.

Edit Total Station Profile

Total Station Profile
Main Menu | Connect | Edit Total Station Profile

Main Menu | Project | Settings | Instrument | Edit Total Station Profile

This screen will help you configure your total stating settings such as themake andmodel of instru-

ment you plan on using and set any desired parameters youmay need to use with your instrument.

This option will only be available if you specified Total Station in the Instrument Selection screen and

thenEdit a profile.
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Model and Communication

This allows you to specify themake andmodel of instrument that will be connected to Layout. You

can also specify the communication settings such as baud rate and com port. See theModel and

Communication topic for more information.

EDM Settings

This allows you to specify if you will be using prism offsets in Layout and allows you to specify tol-

erances that will be used to ensure your EDMmeasurement meet your criteria. See the EDM Set-

tings topic for more information.

Search Settings

When using a robotic instrument, you can specify search window parameters. See the Search Set-

tings topic for more information.

Model and Communication
Main Menu | Connect | Edit Total Station Profile | Model and Communication

Main Menu | Project | Settings | Instrument | Edit Total Station Profile | Model and Com-

munication

This is where you can specify themake andmodel of instrument you will be connecting to, as well as

specify your communication parameters.

Total Station Make

Use this to select themake of your instrument.
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Total Station Model

Use this to select themodel of your instrument.

Status

This indicates whether Layout is Connected or Not Connected to your instrument.

Port, Baud Rate, Data Bits, Stop Bits, and Parity

If you know the settings of your instrument you can set them here in Layout. They have tomatch

exactly the ones on your instrument or you will get a communications error when you try to connect.

It is important to confirm these settings on your instrument when you're trying to connect

Layout for the first time! Most connection problems occur because the user has specified param-

eters that don't match the ones on their instrument.

Bluetooth Search

If you set the port to Bluetooth a search button will appear. Press the search button to find the device

you want to communicate wirelessly with. All devices within range will be listed, choose the one you

want to use

Passkey (Bluetooth Pin)

Youwill be prompted to enter a Passkey for the device. If the device doesn't need one just leave it

blank and continue by pressing OK.

The device you selected will be saved into you profile for future use.

RC Port

If you are connecting with a Topcon Robot, you can specify which port on your your data collector the

RC unit is connected to.

Settings

Use this to set the communication parameters for your radios or other communication device, such

as the channel or frequency. You can also use it to specify a direct connection to Layout instead of

using radios. Please see the Radio Settings topic for additional information.

Connect to Instrument

Use this to connect to your instrument after you have specified your communication settings. After

pressing the button Layout will display a reminder screen on items you should check before con-

tinuing.
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When you press continue on the screen and you see the followingmessage, "No communication with

instrument. Check settings, cables and power." read the NoCommunication topic for possible

causes.

Layout connects successfully, the Status will change to "Connected", and if your instrument sup-

ports graphical representation of the level bubble, you will see the Check Level screen.

Make and Model Settings

Layout uses a smart driver that will query the instrument to see what commands it supports. Because

of this you will see that in theModel section we don't list every instrument built by themanufacturer.

Below you will find a list of instruments that we have tested with and had successful communication.

Most instruments share common functionality; so even though your instrument might not be listed,

just choose themodel that most closely resembles your instrument.

Geodimeter

Make Model

400 Auto Trigger v1

440 Manual Trigger

510 Auto Trigger v1

600 Auto Trigger v2

600 Servo ** Use Trimble 5600 Robot

600 Robot ** Use Trimble 5600 Robot
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Leica

Make Model

T 1600 Wild Series (GSI-8)

TC 1010 TPS Series (GSI-8)

TC 1610 TPS Series (GSI-8)

TC 500 TPS Series (GSI-8)

TC 600 TPS Series (GSI-8)

TC 805L TPS Series (GSI-8)

TCR 1103 TPS Robot (GeoCOM)

TCR 305 TPS Series (GSI-8)

TCR 405 TPS Series (GSI-8)

TCR 705

Auto

TPS Series (GSI-8)

TPS 1100 TPS Robot (GeoCOM)

TPS 1200 TPS Robot (GeoCOM)

TPS Series

300

TPS Series (GSI-8)

TPS Series

700

TPS Series (GSI-8)

T 1010 TPS Series (GSI-8)

Disto A6 Disto A6

LTI

Make Model

Impulse

CR400

Impulse (CR400)

Angle

Encoder

Angle Encoder (SET)

Nikon

Make Model

DTM A20 NikonOld

DTM 352 Nikon New
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DTM 420 ** Use Sokkia Set Basic

DTM 520 Nikon New

DTM 550 Nikon New

DTM 750 ** Use Sokkia Set Basic

NPL 350 Nikon New

Pentax

Make Model

R-322 N All Models

323 All Models

PCS 325 All Models

Sokkia

Make Model

SET 3B Set Basic @ 1200 Baud

SET 4 Set Basic

SET 5B Set Basic @ 1200 Baud

SET 6 Set Basic

E-Z Station Set Basic

SET 230 Set Basic

SET 330 Set Advanced

SET 530 Set Advanced

SET 630 Set Advanced

Remotocatcher Set Advanced (Note: nomotorized servo con-

trols are available.)

SRX SRX

South

Make Model

NTS 325 NTS

Topcon

Make Model
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APL-1A APL-1A

GTS 212 Topcon Non-Robotic

GTS 230W Topcon Non-Robotic

GTS 300 Topcon Non-Robotic (Delay)

GTS 304 Topcon Non-Robotic

GTS 312 Topcon Non-Robotic

GTS 3B Topcon Non-Robotic

GTS 4 Topcon Non-Robotic

GTS 800 Topcon Non-Robotic

GTS 800

Robot

Topcon Robot

GTS 8000 Topcon Robot

GPT 2004 Topcon Non-Robotic

GPT 3007W Topcon Non-Robotic

GPT 2003 Topcon Non-Robotic

GPT 9000 Topcon Robot

Trimble

Make Model

5600 Servo 5600

5600 Robot 5600 Robot

Zeiss

Make Model

ELTA R50 Elta R Series

Radio Configuration
Main Menu | Connect | Edit Total Station Profile | Model and Communication | Radio Set-

tings

Main Menu | Project | Settings | Instrument | Edit Total Station Profile | Model and Com-

munication | Radio Settings
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Use this to specify if you want to connect to your robotic instrument using a direct connection or

through the instrument's radios. If you're using a Topcon, you can specify your RC unit as the com-

munication device.

Connection

Direct

This will allow you to connect directly to your instrument through an instrument cable.

SS Wireless

This will allow you to connect to your instrument using external radios. Select your radio channel, if

this option is available.

Note: If you are using radios with your instrument but this option is disabled or not available, then pick

the Direct option instead.

RC

This will allow Layout and your instrument to communicate through the RC unit.

Settings

If you're using a Trimble or Geodimeter total station you will be able to specify the radio settings

required to communicate with your instrument.

EDM Settings
Main Menu | Connect | Edit Total Station Profile | EDM Settings

Main Menu | Project | Settings | Instrument | Edit Total Station Profile | EDM Settings
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From here you can specify EDM settings such as prism offsets andmeasurement modes.

EDM Settings

Mode

This list will display all themeasurement modes supported by your instrument. These will be the

same as the ones you're used to using and you can refer to your ownermanual for more information

on their specifications.

Time Out (s)

Use this to specify the length of time Layout will try to receive ameasurement from your instrument.

Youmay need to set this to a higher number if you're trying to receivemeasurement in wooded areas

or long sights.

Use Default Time Out

If this is checked on Layout will use a default time out value. If you would like to change it you need to

uncheck it and update the Time Out field.

Minimum and Maximum

You can specify theminimum andmaximum distance that Layout will accept as being valid. Example

is if you set this theminimum to 10 feet and youmeasure 5 feet, Layout will not record themeas-

urement and will display a "Distance out of range" error in the status toolbar.

Guide Light

If your instrument has guide lights you will be able to set their intensity modes here. Please refer to

your owners manual for more information on the different intensities.
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Prism Offsets

Foresight Prism Offset

Use this if you want Layout to control your prism offsets for your foresight shots. The values must be

entered inmillimeters. A positive value will be added to the distance that is measured, whereas a neg-

ative value will be subtracted.

All measurements other than themeasurements to your backsight (referencemeasurement) are con-

sidered to be a foresight shot.

Note: If you specify a prism offset here, you need tomake sure the prism offsets are set to zero on

your instrument. Otherwise a double offset could be applied to your measurement which will produce

incorrect answers.

When you first configure Layout with your instrument, you should take the time to confirm that the dis-

tances beingmeasured are correct. You can do this by first measuring a precise distance between

your current occupy point and a point that you can easily reference and take ameasurement to. When

you compare the distancemeasured by Layout to your manually measured distance, they should

agree very closely.

Backsight Prism Offset

Use this if you want Layout to control your backsight prism offsets. The values must be entered inmil-

limeters. A positive value will be added to the distance that is measured, whereas a negative value

will be subtracted.

Under normal circumstances, you will set the backsight prism offset to be equal to what you defined

for the foresight prism offset. The only time these would be different is in situations where you're

using different prisms that have different prism offsets. This is very commonwith robotic total sta-

tions where a permanent prismmight be setup on the backsight, and a 360° prism is used at the pole.

Typically these two configurations require different offsets be applied at the backsight and foresight

shots. If you're unsure about your prism offsets, refer to your instrument's owners manual, or the

dealer who sold you the instrument.

Note: If you specify a prism offset here, you need tomake sure the prism offsets are set to zero on

your instrument. Otherwise a double offset could be applied to your measurement which will produce

incorrect answers.

When you first configure Layout with your instrument, you should take the time to confirm that the dis-

tances beingmeasured are correct. You can do this by first measuring a precise distance between

your current occupy point and a point that you can easily reference and take ameasurement to. When

you compare the distancemeasured by Layout to your manually measured distance, they should

agree very closely.
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RL (Reflectorless) Prism Offset

Most instruments when shooting reflectorlessly apply a zero offset to themeasurement. Depending

on the type of material you're measuring to, somematerials require an offset be applied even though

you're using a reflectorless EDMmode. For example, some reflective tapes used for these types of

measurement require a small offset be applied. In this case you can specify this offset and Layout will

automatically apply it during reflectorless measurements.

Note: If you specify a prism offset here, you need tomake sure the prism offsets are set to zero on

your instrument. Otherwise a double offset could be applied to your measurement which will produce

incorrect answers.

Set Instrument to zero

If this is turned on, a prism constant of zero will be uploaded to your instrument. The offsets specified

in the foresight, backsight and RL fields will be applied to themeasurements when received by Lay-

out. Turn this off if you don't want Layout to modify your instrument's prism offset. Not all instru-

ments support this feature.

When you connect your instrument to Layout, special notes are recorded in the raw file regarding

prism offsets.

If you have the ”r;Set Instrument” toggle turned on and your instrument supports this feature, Layout

will set your instrument's prism offset to zero so no correction will be applied to themeasurement.

Then once Layout receives this uncorrectedmeasurement, it will use the values you specified in the

prism offset fields and adjust the distance accordingly. For example, if you specified an offset of

30mm, Layout will upload an offset of zero to your instrument and apply the 30mm offset to themeas-

urement after it is received. In your raw file you will see the following note:

--Layout Prism: 30mm Instrument Prism: 0mm

Most prism offset are specified in millimeters. Layout will make the necessary conversions so the

proper adjustment is applied.

If Layout can't set the prism offset on your instrument, it usually can't read it either. Since a prism off-

set wasn't uploaded, we don't know what prism offset is set on the instrument. So we indicate this by

writing to the raw file that the instrument prism offset is "unknown".

--Layout Prism: 30mm Instrument Prism: Unknown

When this happens you will usually want to confirm what offset are currently configured on your instru-

ment in regards to prism offsets.

Special Notes:
- When using instruments that don't support uploading of prism constants, be sure not

to double up your prism offsets by applying it in the instrument and Layout at the same

time.
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- Since prism offsets are so important, on themeasurement progress meter you will

see what offset is being applied to your measurement.

Reflectorless Settings

Std Dev:

This applies only to Trimble instruments. See your instrument guide for information on how the stand-

ard deviation affects your reflectorless measurements.

Search Settings
Main Menu | Connect | Edit Total Station Profile | Search Settings

Main Menu | Project | Settings | Instrument | Edit Total Station Profile | Search Settings

When using a robotic or motorized instrument you can specify search settings for your instrument.

Search Modes

Some of Layout's searchmodes are common to all robotic instruments, but there are a few model spe-

cific ones. Themodes available are:

Relative Window

This allows you to specify a "window" defined by measuring a point at the top right and bottom left

corners. If you press the search button, the search limits will be relative to the direction the instrument

is currently pointing. In other words if your search window ranges are 30° horizontal and 30° vertical,
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it will apply this to your current direction. So the search will be limited to an area 15° left, right, up and

down from your current direction.

Absolute Window

This allows you to specify an absolute search "center" for your search window. This forces Layout to

search in an absolute area defined by the angles set in the search window center fields. Fur-

thermore, the search window range parameters apply to the search window center. For example, let's

assume you defined 180° as the horizontal search window center, and the horizontal search window

range is 30°. Your instrument will be forced to search in an area 15° left and right of the 180° plate read-

ing. So if your prism is situated at a circle reading of 210°, it would never find you as the instrument

would never go past a circle reading of 195° (180+15) when searching.

RC-2 Fast Track

If you're using a Topcon instrument, you can set the searchmode to RC-2. This will force the instru-

ment to use the RC-2 system for the search.

PS Next (CW)

This setting will appear if your Leica instrument has the power search system. Settings it to this will

force the instrument to search in a clockwise direction.

PS Next (CCW)

This setting will appear if your Leica instrument has the power search system. Settings it to this will

force the instrument to search in a counter-clockwise direction.

PS Absolute Window

This setting will appear if your Leica instrument has the power search system. This will force the

power search system to do a relative search based on the search window range.

RC-PR

If you're using a Sokkia SRX, you can set the searchmode to RC-PR. This will force the instrument

to use the RC system for the search.

Search Window Range

Use this to define the upper right corner and lower left corner of your search window. Pressing the

measure button will step you through the procedure and it will calculate the horizontal and vertical

search range. This range will be applied to the instrument's current direction when the user presses

the search button.

Search Window Center

Use this to set an absolute center for your search window. The search window range parameters will

be applied to the search window values that weremeasured. Pressing themeasure button will step
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you through the procedure and it will calculate the horizontal and vertical search range.

Auto search for prism

If this is checked, then if your instrument has lost its lock on the prism, Layout will automatically ini-

tiate a search for the prism when themeasure button is pressed. You will see the word "Search" on

the lock button at the top of the robotic instrument toolbar while a search is in progress.

No Communication
When trying to communicate with your instrument you will see the following screen if Layout can't

make a connection with your instrument.

Usually this happens when your communication parameters are not the same on the instrument and

in Layout. You need to check these settings again tomake sure they're correct.

This can also happen if you have a bad cable. If you're using a robotic instrument youmight have

setup your radios incorrectly.

Target Height
Instrument Toolbar | HT Button

You can access this function by pressing theHT button on the instrument toolbar.
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Target Height – IR EDM

Enter the target height that you will be using for measurement to a prism. When you select an IR edm

mode, Layout will automatically switch to this target height during themeasurement.

Target Height – RL EDM

Enter the target height that you will be using for your reflectorless measurements. When you select

any RL edmmode, Layout will automatically switch to this target height during themeasurement.

Sincemost reflectorless shots require a zero target height, Layout defaults this field to zero and can

be altered by the user if needed.

Target Height - Temporary

Use this to specify a one time only target height. In other words after you take your measurement it

will revert back to the the previous target height automatically.

Note:
When the user changes the current target height a LS record will be written to the raw

file.

Setup Menu
Main Menu | Setup

These are commands built into Layout that will help youmeasure andmap your points. The desired

methodmust be selected before you begin ameasurement.
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For a faster way to get to this screen, you can also press themeasuremode button which is located

on the instrument toolbar.

Note:Several of thesemodes will not be available until you have setup an occupy point andmeas-

ured a backsight via the Occupy Point, or Resection commands.

Occupy Point

Use this to define an instrument setup. Please see the Occupy Point topic for more information.

Measure and Store

This mode allows you tomeasure a point. After themeasurement, it will allow you to review your

measurement data and allow you tomake changes to the point id and description before it is stored.

Please see the Sideshot topic for more information.

Reference Points

This will start themultiple point resection routine to allow you to determine your current instrument

position by measuring to known points. Please see the Resection topic for more information.

Reference Line

This will start the reference line routine. Please see the Reference Line topic for more information.
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Check Point

Use this to display a check measurement to an existing point in your project. Please see the Check

Shot topic for more information.

Check Setup

Use this to compare your backsight to your previously measured values. Please see the Check Back-

sight topic for more information.

Benchmark

Use this to check your current setup elevation, or compute a new one based on a known elevation.

Please see theMeasure Benchmark topic for more information.

Set Angle
Instrument Settings toolbar | Set Angle

You can access this screen by pressing theSet Angle button on the instrument settings toolbar.

Horizontal and Vertical Angles

Use these two fields to enter in angles that will be used by the Set Angle buttons.

Move Absolute

Use this to turn the instrument to a plate reading that you’ve entered in the HA or VA fields. For exam-

ple if you enter 45°30’30" for the HA and 90°10’00" for the VA, pressing the Absolute button will turn

your instrument so the plate reading equals these values.
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Move Relative

Use this to turn an angle to the right or left of the current instrument plate reading. Positive values will

be added to the current plate reading, negative values will be subtracted. Enter your values in the HA

and VA fields.

Turn +90°

Pressing this will force your instrument to turn 90 degrees to the right.

Turn -90°

Pressing this will force your instrument to turn 90 degrees to the left.

Flip Scope

This will plunge the scope and reverse the direction for you.

Read Angles

This will display the current horizontal and vertical angles as displayed on your instrument. This but-

ton acts as a toggle and if left on, will display the angle in real time.

Check Level
Instrument Settings Toolbar | Check Level button

If your instrument supports it, you can check to see how level your instrument is. Also when you're in

this screen, if you instrument has a laser plummet Layout will turn it on for you.
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Calibrate instrument

If you're using a Trimble or Geodimeter instrument you can turn this on and when you press OK it will

force the instrument to do a calibration.
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CONNECTING TO COMPUTER
Microsoft ActiveSync / Windows Mobile Device Center
Microsoft ActiveSync andMicrosoft Windows Mobile Device Center facilitate communication

between your PC and your handheld device.

If you are usingWindows XP or earlier,Microsoft ActiveSync has to be installed on your computer

so you can download data between your hand held and desktop computers. The current version (at

time of printing) is ActiveSync 4.5. Youmay have to use an earlier version if you are runningWindows

95 or 98. Check the web page noted below for more information.

If you are usingWindows Vista,Microsoft Windows Mobile Device Center has to be installed on

your computer, rather thanMicrosoft ActiveSync. The current version (at time of printing) is Windows

Mobile Device Center 6.1.

Installing ActiveSync / Windows Mobile Device Center

Installing FromWeb

Microsoft ActiveSync or Microsoft Windows Mobile Device Center might already be installed on your

computer; you can confirm this by looking for it in yourWindows Start Menu.

If you do not haveMicrosoft ActiveSync or theWindows Mobile Device Center installed, you can

download and install the latest version fromMicrosoft’s website at this address:

http://www.microsoft.com/windowsmobile/activesync/default.mspx

Note:Youmay be asked to reboot your system once the installation is complete.

Installing From CD

Microsoft ActiveSync or Microsoft Windows Mobile Device Center might be already be installed on

your computer, you can confirm this by looking for it in yourWindows Start Menu.

If you do not haveMicrosoft ActiveSync or theWindows Mobile Device Center installed, and you

don't have access to the internet, it can be installed from your Layout CD. You can browse into the

Layout folder on your CD and run one of the following files:

MSASYNC.EXE (forWindows XP or earlier)

MSWMDC32.EXE (forWindows Vista 32-bit)

MSWMDC64.EXE(forWindows Vista 64-bit)

Note:Youmay be asked to reboot your system once the installation is complete.

http://www.microsoft.com/windowsmobile/activesync/default.mspx
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Connecting ActiveSync / Windows Mobile Device Center

Get Connected

Wenow need to establish a connection between your data collector and desktop computer as

prompted by the ActiveSync orWindows Mobile Device Center ConnectionWizard. The following

screenshots are specific to ActiveSync, but theMobile Device Center is almost identical.

After the install is complete, ActiveSync will display aGet Connected screen.

If ActiveSync was already installed, you can start it by going to your Start menu | All Programs | Micro-

soft ActiveSync. TheGet ConnectedWizard should appear. If it does not, go to the ActiveSync File

menu and select Get Connected.

Connect your handheld data collector to your desktop or laptop computer using the supplied cradle

and/or cables.
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Power ON the data collector and click Next on theGet ConnectedWizard. Some devices such as the

MicroSurvey Tracker or Allegro CE will require you to tap aPC Link icon on the device while the Get

Connected function is in operation.

When communication is established, you will be prompted to set up a partnership between your data

collector and the desktop computer.

Note: If your device does not connect as shown, turn the device off, and then back on again to retry

Establish a Guest Connection

After you successfully connect to your computer, you will be asked to setup a partnership. Choose

Guest Partnership then click Next to continue.

Note:
You can setup a Standard Partnership if desired, but this is not necessary and adds

complexity. We recommend using aGuest Partnership.
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Or if you are using a handheld device runningWindows Mobile 5.0 or newer, youmay instead see the

Synchronization SetupWizard, simply press Cancel to use a guest connection.

ActiveSync should now display as shown below:
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You are now ready tomove on to the next step - Layout Exchange Program

Note:
A small circular ActiveSync icon will appear in the lower right corner of your desktop

(like the one at right in the above image). This will display in gray when ActiveSync is

inactive but will change to green when your device is connected.

Layout Exchange
Weprovide a free transfer tool with Layout to help you copy projects to and from your data collector.

The program is called Layout Exchange and it can be download from our website or installed directly

off of the CD provided with Layout.

Once installed all you need is to connect your handheld computer to your desktop computer via an

ActiveSync orWindows Mobile Device Center connection. ActiveSync is aMicrosoft Windows prod-

uct which establishes a serial or USB connection between your data collector and your computer.

Once connected, you can start the Layout Exchange program.

The program has been designed to streamline the transfer of projects and files back and forth

between you data collector and computer.

For more details, please refer to the Help file included with the Layout Exchange program.
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Synchronize with Sokkia Layout Office
To import your projects into your Sokkia Layout Office desktop product, please refer to the Layout

SyncWizard topic in the Sokkia Layout Office help file.
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RAW FILE REFERENCE
Raw File Record Types
To increase our compatibility with other data collectors and desktop systems, Layout uses the TDS

RW5 raw file format. The raw file contains virtually all themeasurements made in the field and is a

complete history of what was recorded.

For more information on the raw data record format, or for additional record types, please review the

Raw Data Record Specification document from Tripod Data Systems, Inc. It is available for down-

load at www.tdsway.com

Conventional Raw Data Records

-- - Note or Comment Records

A comment in the raw file will be depicted with a record type of two dashes. Text found after the dash

is the comment.

Comments are ignored during processing of the raw file and are used only for information purposes

only. You can add a comment to the raw file by using the Add Comment button in the Survey / Trav-

erseMenu.

-- This is a comment

BK - Backsight Record

A backsight record is written to the raw file when you complete an occupy point command. Please

review the SetupOccupy Point topic for more information.

Field headers:

OP: Occupy point

BP: Back point

BS: Backsight

BC: Back circle

BK,OP101,BP100,BS0.00000,BC0.00000

CF - Cut Sheet

When you stake out a point, a CF record will be recorded in the raw file.

ST: Station

http://www.tdsway.com/
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OD: Offset direction (ENUM)

OL: Offset length

EL: Elevation

GD: Grade (design)

DE - Design Point / Location

During a stakeout the point you're staking will be recorded in the raw file with as DE record.

PN: Point name (design point, may be blank)

N : Northing

E : Easting

EL: Elevation

--: Description (design point description, may be blank)

JB - Job Record

Every time a raw file is created or opened a JB record will be written to the file.

Field headers:

NM: Job name

DT: Date

TM: Time

JB,NMTraverse1,DT03-05-2004,TM14:07:52

LS - Line of Sight (Instrument and Target Height)

HI: Height of instrument

HR: Height of rod

LS,HI1.500,HR1.500

MO - Mode Setup Record

Every time a raw file is created or opened aMO record will be written to the file.

Field headers:

AD: Azimuth direction - (0 = North) (1 = South)

UN: Distance unit - (0 = Feet) (1=Meter) (2=US Survey Feet)
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SF: Scale factor

EC: Earth curvature - (0 = off) (1=On)

EO: EDM offset (inch) (Default string "0.0") **Not used by Layout

AU: Angle unit - (0=Degree) (1=Grads)

MO,AD0,UN1,SF1.000000,EC0,EO0.0,AU0

OC - Occupy Point Record

When you complete the occupy point command anOC record will be written to the raw file. Please

review the SetupOccupy Point topic for more information.

Field headers:

OP: Point number

N : Northing (the header is N space)

E : Easting (the header is E space)

EL: Elevation

--: Description

OC,OP101,N 1000.0000,E 1000.0000,EL10.0000,--

OF - Off Center Shot Record

When you use any of the offset shot commands anOF record will be written to the raw file. Two types

of measurements will create offset records and they are the Angle Offset and DistanceOffset meas-

urement modes. Please see theMeasurement Modes topic for more information.

Field headers:

AR: Angle right

ZE: Zenith

SD: Slope distance

OL: Offset length

HD: Horizontal distance

VD: Vertical distance

LR: Left/Right Offset

OF,AR90.00000,ZE90.00000,SD50.0000
OF,ZE60.00000,--Vert Angle Offset
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OF,OL45.00000,--Right Angle Offset
OF,HD-10.0000,--Horizontal Distance Offset
OF,LR0.0000,--Left / Right Offset
OF,VD0.0000,--Elevation Offset

Offset shots will always contain the original measurement plus the offset information. You will also

see a SS record accompany theOF records and it will contain the reducedmeasurement. Following

is an example of a distance offset where an offset of -10 was entered:

OF,AR180.00000,ZE90.00000,SD50.0000
OF,HD-10.0000,--Horizontal Distance Offset
OF,LR0.0000,--Left / Right Offset
OF,VD0.0000,--Elevation Offset
LS,HI1.500,HR1.500
SS,OP1,FP5,AR180.00000,ZE90.00000,SD40.0000,--<No Desc>

RE - Remote Elevation

When you use the Benchmark Shot function a RE record will be recorded in the raw file. RE records

will be accompanied by a SP record.

The FE value will be defined by the Benchmark Method selected by the user as being either an exist-

ing point or a user entered value. Please refer to the topic for more information.

OP: Occupied point

FE: Foresight elevation

ZE: Zenith angle

SD: Slope distance

--: ( always "Remote elev")

RE,OP1,FE10.000,ZE90.00000,SD50.0000,--Remote elev

RS - Resection

When you use the resection function a RS record will be recorded for each observationmade to your

control points. Please refer to the Resection topic for more information.

PN: Point number

CR: Circular reading

ZE: Zenith (or VA, CE)

SD: Slope distance (or HD)

RS,PN103,CR2.42220,ZE90.00000,SD25.0980
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When you complete a resection the control points you used will be written as SP records and after the

RS records you will see one final SP for the computed resection point. An example of a resection is

shown below:

--Resection
SP,PN103,N 3135.070,E 1511.185,EL399.795,--:
SP,PN100,N 3097.874,E 1564.984,EL399.387,--:
LS,HI1.300,HR0.000
RS,PN103,CR2.42220,ZE90.00000,SD25.0980
RS,PN100,CR102.26120,ZE90.00000,SD56.3050
SP,PN999,N 3110.000,E 1510.000,EL398.291,--

SD - Stakeout Deltas

When you complete a stakeout by pressing the store point command a SD record will be written to

the raw file. It is the difference between the design location (DE record) and the actual point staked

(SP record).

ND: Delta northing

ED: Delta easting

LD: Delta elevation

SK - Stake Out Record

When you stake out a point and use the Store Point command a SK record will be written to the raw

file. This is the raw observation that was recorded when you stored you stake point.

OP: Occupy point

FP: Foresight point

AR: Angle right

ZE: Zenith

SD: Slope distance

SK,OP251,FP10000,AR175.00000,ZE90.00000,SD6.0000,--Design Point: 342

SP - Store Point

Many routines in Layout will write a SP record to the raw file. SP records contain coordinate infor-

mation that can be used for setups, resections, etc…

PN: Point number

N: Northing
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E: Easting

EL: Elevation

--: Description

SP,PN103,N 3135.070,E 1511.185,EL399.795,--:

SS - Sideshot

When you record a shot a SS record will be recorded in the raw file. Many other functions also create

a SS record such as when offset andmulti set shots are reduced.

OP: Occupy point

FP: Foresight point

AR: Angle right

ZE: Zenith

SD: Slope distance

--: Description

SS,OP1,FP7,AR176.11093,ZE90.00000,SD60.1332,--<No Desc>
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INDEX

-

-- - Note or Comment Record 195

A

About Menu 162

Acres 117

Activation 9

ActiveSync 189, 193

Angle Units 89

arc 65

Area Calculator 117

ASCII Coordinate File 82, 85

ATR 43

Audio Notes 34

Auto-Center 43

Automatic Save 11

B

Backsight 129, 141

Backsight MeasureMode 132

Backsight Summary 132

Benchmark 139

BK - Backsight Record 195

Bluetooth Password 171

Bluetooth Pin 171

Bluetooth Search 171

Buttons 19

C

CalculateMenu 98

Calculator 20, 102, 116-117

Camera Button 36

CF - Cut Sheet 195

Check Backsight 141

Check Level 186

Check Point 142

COGO 112

Common Buttons 19

Connect Points 55, 125

Connect Points Mode 55, 125

Connect/Disconnect 43

Conventional Total Station 165

Coordinate Database 149

Cursor Tracking 42

Cutsheet Reports 67, 158

D

Data Collector Models 7

Data Entry 20

DE - Design Point / Location 196

Delete Picture 36

Deleting Figures 32

DemoMode 9

Direction Entry 25

Direction Point 112

Direction Units 25

Display Settings 93
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Display Toolbar 39

Distance Entry 21

Distance Units 21, 89

Down/Out 71, 108

Download 189, 193

Draw Figures Manually 55, 125

Drawing Tool 52, 122

DXF 86-87, 153

DXF Files 31

E

Edit Menu 148

Edit Points 151

EDMMode 43

EDM Settings 176

Error 137

Exit 78

Export 67, 81, 85, 87, 158

Extended Edit Fields 20

F

Figures 31-33

Figures Draw Manually 55, 125

Figures Toolbar 46

File Types 11

Files 9, 80

G

Geodimeter 165-166, 172

Georeferenced Images 153

Guide Lights 43

H

Hardware Requirements 7

Hectares 117

HT 182

I

Images 153

Import 81-82, 86, 153

Installation 8

Instrument Configuration 169

Instrument Selection 91, 121, 168

Instrument Settings 43

Instrument Settings Toolbar 43

Instrument Toolbar 41

Introduction 7

J

JB - Job Record 196

Job Information 93

Joystick Control 43

JPG/JPEG 153

K

Keypad 20

L

LandXML 153
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Laser Pointer 43

Layers Manager 153

Layout Arc 63

Layout Elevation 66

Layout Exchange 193

Layout Line 63

Layout List 61

Layout Menu 57

Layout Points 58

Layout Reports 67, 158

Layout Toolbar 49

Leica 165-166, 173

Length 69, 100

Level Bubble 43, 186

Licensing 162

LineMode 54, 124

Lines 31

Lock 42

LS - Line of Sight (Instrument and Target Height)196

LTI 173

M

Main Interface 37

MainMenu Button 78

Make andModel Settings 172

MapData Layers Manager 153

Map View 37

Measure 41, 43

Measure and Store 144

Measure Backsight 129

Measure Benchmark 139

Measurement Mode 43

Microsoft ActiveSync 189

Microsoft Windows Mobile Device Center189

MicroSurvey Transfer 193

MO -Mode Setup Record 196

Model and Communication 170

N

Nautiz X7 35

New 15

Nikon 165, 173

NoCommunication 182

non-prism 43

Notes 33

O

OC -Occupy Point Record 197

Occupy 129

OF - Off Center Shot Record 197

Offset 71, 108

Open 12

Options 93

P

Pad 52, 122

Pan 39

Passkey 171

Password 171

Patterns 74

Pentax 165, 174
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Perpendicular Offset 71, 108

Photo Notes 35

Picture Delete 36

Plan 52, 122, 145

Point by LineMode 54, 124

Point Chooser Toolbar 48

Point Labels 39

Point Layout Toolbar 49

Point Notes 33

Point Patterns 74

Point Staking Toolbar 49

Point Toolbar 47

Points 31

Points Database 149

Predetermine Areas 117

prism 43

Prism Offsets 176

Prism Search Settings 180

Program Settings 93

Project Files 11

Project Information 93

Project Manager 9, 80

Project Menu 79

Projects 9, 80

Q

Quick Start - New Project 15

Quick Start - Open Existing Project 12

R

Radio Configuration 175

Raster Images 153

Raw File Record Types 195

RC-2 175

RE - Remote Elevation 198

Reference 129

Reference Line 144

Reference Point 134

Registration 9

Repair 8

resection 135

Resection 134

Robotic Instrument Toolbar 42

Robotic Total Station 166

RPN Calculator 102

RS - Resection 198

RW5 195

S

Save 11

Save as Default Settings 91

Save Template 161

Scientific Calculator 102

SD - Stakeout Deltas 199

search 42

Search Settings 180

Seed Position 82

Set Angle 185

Settings 93

Settings Menu 88

Setup 129

SetupMenu 127, 183
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SIP 20

SK - StakeOut Record 199

Smart Tags 33

Sokkia 165, 174

Sokkia Layout Office 194

South 174

SP - Store Point 199

SS - Sideshot 200

Stake Arc 65

Stake Elevation 66

stake line 65

Stake Line 65

Staking 49

Standard Deviation 136

Start Button 78

Starting 8

Store Points 151

Supported Devices 7

Synchronize 194

SyncWizard 194

T

Target Height 41, 43, 182

TDS 195

Template Export 160

Template Import 161

TIF/TIFF 153

Topcon 165-166, 174

Total Station 165

Total Station Configuration 169

Total StationMake andModel 172

Total Station Profile 92, 121, 168

Transfer 193

Transfer Menu 81

Triangle Calculator 116

Trimble 165-166, 172, 175

Turn 185

Turn Instrument 43

U

Units 21, 25, 89

Upload 189, 193

V

Version 162

W

wall 145

Wall 146

Windows Mobile Device Center 189, 193

Wireless Connection 171

X

XML 153

Z

Zeiss 165-166, 175

Zoom 39
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